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Abstract
Inspired by the advanced capabilities of fish and other aquatic swimmers, in this thesis, a
greater understanding of fish-like propulsion has been sought in terms of morphology and
kinematics. Unsteady potential flow simulations on real cetacean flukes reveal that the
effect of shape and gait on the swimming performance are not intertwined and are in fact
independent. There is one fluke shape that maximizes the propulsive efficiency regardless
of the gait and vice versa. It is also determined that the shape and the gait of the fluke
have a considerable influence on the wake topology and in turn the Strouhal number. Evo-
lutionary optimization is used to isolate the shape effects and study optimum conditions
when the kinematic features of the animals are varied. Searching the optimum swimmer in
terms of swimming gait is performed by considering the three main aspects of the swim-
ming performance: swimming speed, swimming range, and efficiency. Optimum conditions
are found when i) the swimmer keeps the duty cycle low and uses sinusoidal-like motion
by maintaining higher pitching amplitudes to provide higher thrust and swimming range;
ii) the swimmer uses square-like waveform shapes by increasing the duty cycle and using
small pitching amplitudes which decrease the swimming range but increase the swimming
speed. In all combinations, swimming efficiency is maintained at the maximum achievable
level. Scaling laws are presented to predict thrust production and power consumption of
the swimmers by accounting for three-dimensionality with shape and gait variations. The
scaling laws presented here provide insight into the flow physics that drive thrust produc-
tion, power consumption, and efficient swimming when the morphology and kinematics are
varied.
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Goals
Fishes and other aquatic animals have benefited from millions of years long evolution which
has increasingly optimized their morphological and kinematic characteristics to survive in
their natural environments. Their remarkable swimming characteristics have fascinated
humans, and ever since, scientists have attempted to copy the motions of animals as an
attractive design approach. However, from an engineering design point, they found that
evolution does not guarantee convergence on the most efficient propulsion strategy. Instead,
nature follows factors more critical for animals such as evading a predator or migrating for
long distances or attracting a mate for reproduction. For that reason, the most advanced
engineering accomplishments often remain unmatched with the efficiencies seen in nature.
Motivated by the scientific development of biological systems, researchers have reached a
point where they took a pause from bio-mimicry and focused on to study the fundamental
principles that give animals their exceptional abilities. By following this, they have realized
that engineers can assess a biological propulsion technique, extract the relevant features to
a particular design goal, then focus on those features when designing a new vehicle. In this
context, this bio-inspired approach has led the scientists to design underwater vehicles to
operate effectively and efficiently over an extensive range of conditions and has formed the
general goal of this dissertation. This work was specifically motivated by the swimming of
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cetaceans such as dolphins, porpoises, and whales, so the propulsors (caudal fins) evolved
to exhibit a broad range of morphological and kinematic characteristics which both influ-
ence the thrust production and swimming performance will be investigated. The central
question that drives most of the research presented in this dissertation is what are the flow
mechanisms that interplay between morphological and kinematic features of locomotion
which lead to enhanced performance? This question will be explored systematically with
sub-questions: i) What are the relevant mechanisms that relate shape and kinematics to
the performance of a swimmer? ii) How are the wake structures connected to the inter-
play between morphology and the gait of a swimmer? iii) How can one predict the most
efficient kinematics and morphological features of a swimmer? iv) In what ways do the
kinematics and morphological features of a swimmer create optimal conditions? v) How
does performance scale with gait and shape changes? This dissertation aims to probe these
questions by leveraging the ubiquitous biological concepts of bio-propulsion using theoret-
ical and numerical methods and some experimental methods to complement the numerical
results. The primary goals of the thesis are i) to offer an improved understanding of the
biological systems in terms of the underlying flow mechanisms of unsteady fish locomotion
and ii) to offer engineers insights and scaling laws relevant to the design and optimization
of bio-inspired vehicles.
1.2 Aquatic Locomotion
Fish locomotion results from an interrelated balance of many different motions accompa-
nied by various forces. Fishes exert force against the surrounding water which is achieved
by anguilliform swimmers with wave-like motions traveling along a body or concentrating
near an oscillating tail for sub-carangiform and carangiform swimmers or with a rapidly os-
cillating lunate-shaped tail as can be seen in thunniform swimmers. There are ostraciiform
swimmers which exert force with almost no oscillation except the tail fin. The exerted
net force backwards acts on the fluid to accelerate it. Consequently, there is an equal and
opposite force acting on the fish to propel it forward. The force that had been discussed
so far is circulatory-based thrust, that is, thrust resulting from forces perpendicular to
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the effective incoming flow. Fishes can be divided into two functional groups based on
their thrust generation: median and paired fin (MPF) swimmers and body and caudal fin
(BCF) swimmers. MPF swimmers derive their thrust mainly using their well-coordinated
median and paired fin movements, and they have varying body shapes which are not often
as streamlined as BCF swimmers. On the other hand, BCF swimmers generate most of
their propulsive thrust using a varying amount of lateral (side-to-side) sinusoidal oscillation
of their well-streamlined bodies and caudal fins [57].
Figure 1.1: a) A schematic which labels the fins primarily found on fishes. b) Illustration
of an idealized swimmer as a combination of a drag producing virtual body and an isolated
caudal fin, and c) Representation of the wetted surface area, Sw and planform area, Sp.
The caudal fin of BCF swimmers is connected to the body by a narrow caudal peduncle
that oscillates in the direction of its minimum resistance by generating a majority of thrust
and separates the caudal fin from the body [74, 75, 45]. This allows the analysis of thrust
production by the caudal fins to be made separately from the body and its actions. In the
engineering context, separating the body and the caudal fin as a virtual drag producing
body and an isolated thrust producing caudal fin simplifies the modeling of the problem for
numerical purposes as shown in Figure 1.1(b). In this thesis, all swimmers will be modeled
using this concept.
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1.3 Role of Morphology and Kinematics in Aquatic Loco-
motion
One of the defining characteristics of caudal fins is the shape. They show an airfoil-like
cross section and this similarity would imply that caudal fins would be capable of generating
large lift with low drag at higher angles of attack [54], and can be evaluated as airfoils to
determine their effectiveness in lift generation [43]. Because of their similarity to the airfoils,
unsteady airfoil theory is often used to study swimming. However, the planform shape of
the caudal fins cannot be represented as simple as the cross-sectional shape of the fins due
to their complex features vary between inter- and intra-species. The caudal fins appear
in a variety of shapes, and the shape determines how fast a fish can swim and influences
energy requirements for swimming. For instance, fishes which are migratory have high
aspect ratio caudal fins with forked or lunate fin shapes to favor efficiency improvement in
cruising while non-migratory fishes own small aspect ratio caudal fins [93, 123, 36, 37, 50]
as seen in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the planform shapes of the caudal fins based on their swimming
abilities.
Cetaceans are one of the examples of fast aquatic animals which use BCF propulsion
and display a wide variety of morphological changes in their caudal fins. The typical
planform shape of cetacean flukes is characterized as a tapered and curved wing with
sweepback where the aspect ratios (A) are changing to moderate to high which is defined
asA = s2/Sp, where s is the span length of the fluke and Sp denotes the propulsor area as
indicated in Figure 1.1(c). Such a shape may achieve high efficiency by reducing induced
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drag [114]. Another example is that a combination of low sweep (Λ) with high A allows
for high-efficiency fast swimming, whereas high sweep may compensate for the reduced lift
production of low A caudal fins [8, 79].
However, the shape is not the only defining characteristic of caudal fins which aids in the
maintenance of high thrust production, propulsive efficiency, and reduced drag; kinematic
diversification in fishes also influences the force production and energy requirements for
swimming [110]. For instance, it is determined that intermittent swimming has advantages
in efficiency over the continuous swimming [52, 2] and more economical than continuous
swimming subject to the constraint of fixed mass and swimming speed [29, 27]. Scientists
also discovered different actuation waveforms can be more advantageous when performing
intermittent swimming, swimming near a boundary, or maneuvering which requires sudden
turns and starts [44, 70, 71, 117]. Kaya & Tuncer [65] and Van Buren et al. [112] proved the
impact of waveform shape on the propulsive performance. Van Buren et al. [112] discussed
that for efficient cruise sinusoidal swimming is crucial, but non-sinusoidal motions could
be used to accelerate quickly and to increase thrust situationally.
One can conclude that there are biologically beneficial morpho-kinematic features and
combinations which affect the locomotion performance [123, 116], but cannot answer a
specific question: are different caudal fin shapes tailored to particular swimming gaits
to maximize performance or can these morpho-kinematic combinations be interchanged to
achieve a specific goal? This question will be discussed more in section 3 using real cetacean
flukes and their corresponding gaits with the help of unsteady potential flow simulations.
1.4 Overview of Unsteady Propulsion
To better understand how the aquatic locomotion is linked to the generation of hydrody-
namic forces with varying morphology and kinematics, scientists have employed numerous
analytic, computational, and experimental techniques. Before introducing these techniques,
a few essential parameters for the characterization of the hydrodynamic forces that come
up in unsteady propulsion will be summarized.
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1.4.1 Non-dimensional Parameters
In the simplest form, a fish can be modeled as a flapping airfoil in a combined heaving
and pitching motion with a chord length (c), flapping frequency (f) and amplitude of
motion (A) in a fluid environment. These three variables yield dimensionless parameters
that frequently appear in unsteady propulsion; Reynolds number, Strouhal number, and
reduced frequency.
Re =
Uc
ν
, St =
fA
U
, k =
pifc
U
(1.1)
where U is the free-stream velocity and ν corresponds to the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
The Reynolds number (Re) represents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the flow.
Strouhal number (St) corresponds to the ratio of the velocity of the amplitude of motion
of the airfoil to the free-stream flow. Reduced frequency (k) characterizes the unsteadiness
of the flapping motion. The thrust generated by the fish and the power output delivered to
the fluid is non-dimensionalized as a thrust and power coefficients using dynamic pressure;
CdynT =
T
1/2ρSpU
2 , C
dyn
P =
P
1/2ρSpU
3 (1.2)
here Sp is the area of the propulsor as shown in Figure 1.2 (c), and ρ is the density of the
fluid. The propulsive efficiency of the fish can then be described by the ratio of CdynT to
CdynP as;
η =
CdynT
CdynP
=
T U
P
(1.3)
In here, efficiency represents the ratio of useful work output to work input by the fish.
1.4.2 Analytic Approaches
The theory of unsteady lift production for heaving and pitching foils has a long history.
It was started with an unsteady linear theory developed to predict the performance of an
oscillating foil by Theodorsen [105] for a two-dimensional airfoil in a potential flow. He
treated the problem of a thin, uncambered foil and obtained a linearized solution for the
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case where the oscillatory velocities are small compared to the free stream velocity (small
amplitude of motion). The problem is defined in an inviscid and incompressible flow in
which the flow remains attached to the airfoil during all the oscillation period with non-
deforming and frozen wake. Theodorsen analyzed the lift forces in terms of circulatory and
non-circulatory (added-mass) components as,
L = −piρb2[Uα˙+ h¨− baα¨]− 2piρUbC(k)
[
Uα+ h˙+ b
(1
2
− a
)
α˙
]
(1.4)
The instantaneous moment is given by,
M = −piρb2
[(1
2
−a
)
Ubα˙+ b2
(1
8
+a2
)
α¨−abh¨
]
+ 2piρUbC(k)
[
Uα+ h˙+ b
(1
2
−a
)
α˙
]
(1.5)
where b is the half chord length of the foil, a corresponds to the pivot location, C(k) =
F (k)+iG(k) is Theodorsen’s function which is a function of reduced frequency and overdots
in the equations denote derivatives with respect to time. The lift and moment are described
as a combination of heave (h) and angular rotation (α) defined as,
h(t) = h0 sin(2pift) (1.6)
α(t) = α0 sin(2pift+ ψ) (1.7)
Here, h0 is the maximum heave displacement, α0 is the maximum angular displacement,
and ψ is the phase relation between heave and angular motion. Theodorsen’s model was
then extended by Garrick [55] by accounting for the singularity in the vorticity distribution
at the leading edge to determine the thrust force and power produced by such motions.
The instantaneous thrust and the power is defined as,
T = piρS2 + Lα, P = −(Lh˙+Mα˙) (1.8)
where: S =
√
2
2
[
2C(k)
[
Uα+ h˙+ b
(1
2
− a
)
α˙
]
− bα˙
]
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where S is the leading edge suction term. The total thrust force (equation (1.8)) generated
by the oscillating foil is entirely dependent on the added mass component as the circulatory
component is always perpendicular to the free-stream velocity. The average thrust force
over one oscillation period is then given by,
T = −1
τ
ˆ τ
0
(piρS2 + Lα)dt, P = −1
τ
ˆ τ
0
(Lh˙+Mα˙)dt (1.9)
The equations can be cast as coefficients of thrust and power respectively,
CT =
T
ρSp(fA)2
, CT =
P
ρSp(fA)2U
(1.10)
Theodorsen’s and Garrick’s theories have led to new insights into fish and cetacean
swimming in the following years [5, 33, 99, 89, 2]. Similarly, in the 1960s, Lighthill [74]
and Wu [129, 130] studied the hydrodynamic analysis of fish and cetacean swimming.
Their theories estimated the unsteady force production of slender bodies in the context
of Lighthill’s elongated body theory [74] and waving plates [129, 130] in a potential flow.
Lighthill further extended his theory to large-amplitude motions [76], however only the
added mass forces were considered in the latter work. Lighthill’s theory is then integrated
over the span of the flukes by Chopra [25] and Chopra & Kambe [26] to formulate ap-
proximate correction factors for finite-span and finite-amplitude heaving to calculate the
thrust and power for three-dimensional flows by incorporating the lifting-line theory. The
approach does not allow for large-amplitude pitching motions, but it is ignored due to the
small angle of attack of the sections over an important range of most efficient operation.
Following the work of Chopra and Chopra & Kambe [25, 26], Karpouzian [64] developed
an asymptotic theory for high aspect ratio caudal fins. Liu and Bose [79] applied a similar
lifting surface theory to Chopra & Kambe’s [26] study to examine the performance of three
cetacean fluke shapes.
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1.4.3 Numerical and Experimental Approaches
Numerical simulations facilitated identifying the effects of morphology and kinematic com-
binations of swimmers [17, 78, 80, 128, 131] moving at a constant velocity with non-
deforming [17, 78, 80] and deforming wakes [128, 131] in terms of thrust production and
efficiency. Cheng & Chahine [24] examined the three-dimensional wake structure produced
by a swimming saithe. Zhu et al. [131] observed maximum efficiencies of 71% in tuna and
giant danio both of which had high aspect ratio fins. Moored et al. extended the numerical
methods to examine the self-propelled swimming of bio-inspired undulatory fins [85] as well
as the self-propelled performance of the manta ray [48]. Beyond inviscid methods, Tytell
et al. [110] emphasized the close interplay between morphology and kinematics as quan-
tified in terms of speed and efficiency. Borazjani and Sotiropoulos [16] and Tytell [110]
exchanged the body shapes and swimming gaits of carangiform and anguilliform swim-
mers. They determined that swimmers with lunate tail shapes produced higher swimming
speeds than swimmers with eel-like shapes. Similarly, Li et al. compared the effect of un-
forked (eel-like) plates and forked (tuna-like) plates [73]. They expressed that forked plates
perform better in locomotion than unforked plates due to higher sweep angle.
Different from the numerical studies, experimental works focused on more idealized
geometries to investigate the morphological and kinematic variations on the propulsive
performance. Buchholz et al. [21] and Anderson et al. [5] varied aspect ratios of rectangular
panels to identify the shape effects on the performance. However, Buchholz et al. [21] were
unable to define a clear relationship between A and propulsive efficiency for a pitching
rectangular panel. Van Buren et al. investigated the swimming performance by varying
the trailing edge geometry of rectangular panels with fixed A. They found that changing
the trailing edge from a concave to convex shape was shown to increase the coefficient of
thrust and propulsive efficiency [111] while Feilich and Lauder [41] were unable to establish a
predictive relationship between the performance for varying trailing edge shapes. Similarly,
Lee et al. explored the performance and wake structures of rectangular, trapezoidal, and
cropped delta shaped foils. They discussed the efficiency of a foil based on aspect ratio
changes for variable trailing edge shapes and stated that efficiency increases as the aspect
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ratio increases at the start of locomotion until the thrust is maximized at a relatively low
value of A ≈ 0.7. Even though they determined an optimum A, they were unable to
define the relationship between different shapes and swimming efficiency [72].
Most of the listed studies focused on the impact of either morphology or kinematic
variations on the locomotion performance or both. However, many of these studies still
lack a systematic quantitative assessment of the intertwined mechanisms that lead to ef-
ficient unsteady thrust production of three-dimensional cetacean-like propulsors and the
connection to its wake structure [110, 16, 21, 73, 41, 72]. In addition, these studies have
not examined the interdependence between the three-dimensional shape, the unsteady gait,
and the performance of cetacean-like flukes during self-propelled swimming. Also, in many
of these studies, shape and gait variations are not decoupled from each other, which means
that alteration of one parameter may affect the others and cause undesired performance
variations by misleading the scientists for design purposes. This thesis will try to fill these
gaps with a systematic approach.
1.5 Evolutionary Optimization
The different motions described in section 1.3 create an enormous design space to be
searched for an optimum performance. Evolutionary optimization will be used to explore
a fuller space of input parameters that define each motion.
Optimization have previously been used to tune the kinematics of rigid airfoils by
Tuncer & Kaya [109] and with evolutionary algorithms to tune the shape and/or kinematics
of anguilliform swimmers by Tokic & Yue [106], Kern [67] and Van Rees et al. [115]. Also,
it is used by Clark et al. [28] to design of a flexible caudal fin for robotic fish.
Optimization has also been applied to analytical and experimental models. Tokic & Yue
[106] and Eloy [40] coupled optimization techniques to computationally inexpensive low-
order models of undulatory swimming bodies to find body shapes and their corresponding
motions which maximize swimming speed and lower the energetics cost. Milano & Gharib
[84] used an evolutionary algorithm to maximize the lift produced by a flapping rigid plate,
Izraelevitz & Triantafyllou [62] used model-based optimization to tune the in-line motion of
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rigid airfoils, and Quinn et al. [98] combined gradient-based optimization with experiments
to maximize the efficiency of flexible propulsors.
In this thesis, with the help of evolutionary algorithms, the different gaits are combined,
and the swimming performance is investigated by considering the variations in the wake
structures. One of the advantages of using evolutionary optimization is that it has been
proven to be effective for similar multi-objective problems which include a vast amount of
design variations [40, 28].
1.6 Scaling Laws
Motivated by the scientific development of bio-inspired propulsive systems, the unsteady
hydrodynamics of fish swimming has seen continually increasing interest in recent years.
Researchers have reached a point where they started to look into the complex flow physics
that lead to efficient thrust production [22, 14, 15, 82, 34, 88, 87, 81]. In order to improve
the understanding in these flow phenomena, in particular, they found that it is impor-
tant to understand how unsteady hydrodynamic forces are generated and what are the
physical mechanisms that play a role in thrust production and efficiency. In this context,
some have distilled these flow phenomena into scaling laws under fixed-velocity, net-thrust
conditions [58, 63, 33, 100, 97, 30] or behind free-swimming organisms [10]. For instance,
Bainbridge [10] proposed an empirical scaling that determines the speed of a swimming
fish as proportional to its frequency of motion and tail beat amplitude. Furthermore, a few
scaling relations have been proposed for the self-propelled swimming speed of a flexible foil
with variations in its length and flexural rigidity [3]. However, these scaling relations only
considered the speed of self-propelled swimming, not the energetics.
Classical unsteady theory [105, 55] has been extended to analyze the performance of
caudal fins in isolation; especially those with high aspect ratios [25, 26, 23, 64]. While these
studies have provided great insights, the identification of the flow mechanisms that lead to
the scaling of the thrust and power of swimmers have been elusive for cases with propulsors
ranging from low to high aspect ratios, motions ranging from small to large amplitude and
with nonlinearly deforming wakes. Other studies have sought more broadly applicable semi-
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empirical models of force production, while these previous studies provide exact unsteady
theoretical solutions within the framework of their assumptions. For example, the dynamics
of falling cards were modeled by considering the circulatory, added mass and viscous forces
acting on them [95, 4]. This highlighted the importance of the quasi-steady rotational lift
force first discussed by Munk [91] and also present in later unsteady theory [105, 55, 83].
This lift force proportional to the angular rate of an airfoil, described as virtual camber [9],
is of prime importance in insect flight [122]. Later, the quasi-steady force model proposed
for falling cards was recast as a model for the force production of flapping wings [11].
Others extended this quasi-steady model with an additional dynamic stall model in order
to optimize the energy extraction potential from a flapping wing device [19] and for flapping
wing flight [56]. Similarly, the circulatory forces in the quasi-steady falling card force model
have been corrected for aspect ratio variations by accounting for the influence of the trailing
vortex system [121]. Numerous other quasi-steady models have been proposed for flapping
flight [107, 6, 120, 60, 119, 90]. Although most of these models incorporate added mass
effects, they are described as quasi-steady models since they generally do not incorporate
wake induced effects. As such, these models work well for reduced frequencies of k < 0.2.
However, oscillatory swimming is characterized by reduced frequencies on the order of
k = O(1) [124] where wake induced effects and trailing-edge vortex shedding impact the
force production significantly.
Several studies have focused on the development of force models or scaling laws for
the thrust and efficiency of aquatic animals, where quasi-steady analyses do not suffice.
Triantafyllou et al. [108] established the importance of the Strouhal number for aquatic an-
imal propulsion, which has been adopted in most subsequent works as the main parameter
of interest [97]. Green & Smits [59] characterized the thrust production of low-aspect-ratio
rectangular pitching panels by deriving a scaling relation that links the Strouhal number,
aspect ratio, and amplitude of motion. They considered an approach inspired by Prandtl’s
lifting line theory to account for the effects of aspect ratio on the pressure coefficient [59].
In contrast, Dewey & Smits [33] and Quinn et al. [100] scaled the thrust forces of pitching
panels with the added mass forces. By considering both circulatory and added mass forces,
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Floryan et al. [51] presented scaling laws for the thrust and power of heaving or pitching
two-dimensional foils. Similarly, Moored & Quinn [89] developed scaling laws by consid-
ering circulatory forces, added mass forces, and wake-induced nonlinearities that are not
accounted for in classical linear theory. Both Floryan et al. [51] and Moored & Quinn [89]
showed that not only the Strouhal number but also the reduced frequency are important to
capture the scaling of the force production and power consumption of oscillating hydrofoils.
Following the recent studies, researchers extended the scaling relations to determine
the energetics of combined heaving and pitching foils. Van Buren et al. [113] developed
scaling relations by following the work by Floryan et al. [52] that described the mean
forces generated by two-dimensional foils for combined heaving and pitching motions by
considering not only added mass forces, but also circulatory forces as well. They showed
that for heaving motions, the thrust generation was entirely circulatory whereas the mean
thrust generated by pitching motions only comes from added mass forces [52, 113]. In
contrast, for heave and pitch, the mean input power depended on both circulatory and
added mass forces. This relation is later used to elucidate the reason why swimming and
flying animals have been tuned to use a narrow range of Strouhal numbers (0.2 < St < 0.4)
which favor high propulsive efficiency [53]. They suggested that large amplitude motions
are connected to the peak efficiency, but the optimal Strouhal number for peak efficiency
is largely determined by fluid drag on the fins and wings.
Here, this thesis adopted the same approach introduced by Moored & Quinn [89] and
extended it for a general relation to identify scaling relationships of pure pitching and
combined heaving and pitching three-dimensional propulsors. We show that the core two-
dimensional scaling relations presented in Moored & Quinn [89] can be modified by com-
bining with classical scalings from aero- and hydrodynamic theory of the added mass and
effects of upwash/downwash, by accounting for the elliptical shape of trailing-edge vortices
and by introducing heave added mass and circulatory terms. Our new scaling relations are
then validated through simulations and experiments.
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1.7 Outline of Thesis
To understand the role of morphology and kinematics in bio-inspired locomotion, a combi-
nation of inviscid/irrotational fluid simulations, analytic approaches, and some experiments
to validate the numerical results will be used. The layout of the remainder of the thesis is
as follows:
• Chapter 2 describes the computational and experimental procedures. First, in
section 2.1, the details of problem formulation is explained including input and output
parameters used in the study. Second, the details of three-dimensional boundary
element method (BEM) is given in section 2.2 and two-dimensional version of BEM
is explained in section 2.2.2. Section 2.3 describes a multi-objective optimization and
section 2.3.1 gives the details of the optimization method and the procedure used to
determine conditions of the optimal swimmer. Finally, a summary of the facilities
for experiments and the details of propulsor actuation are given in section 2.4.
• Chapter 3 presents and discusses the results of simulations on three-dimensional
cetacean flukes undergo heaving and pitching motion. The chapter begins with a
problem formulation and parameters including a definition of flukes shape, idealized
swimmer, input, output and non-dimensional parameters with a description of the
kinematic motions. Then, section 3.2 gives details about the methodology: and
finally, section 3.3 discusses the role of shape and gait on the swimming performance
considering the variations in the wake structures.
• Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results of simulations on three-dimensional
idealized flukes undergo heaving and pitching motion. The chapter begins with a
description of the parametric function used in the study. Then, section 4.2 gives
details about the methodology: and finally, section 4.3 discusses the role of shape on
the swimming performance along with the variations in the wake structures.
• Chapter 5 discusses the application of optimization to find optimum conditions
that maximize efficiency, thrust production with minimum power consumption and
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investigate the swimming performance including the variations in the wake structures.
This section also introduces a new performance map which provides insight into the
swimming speed, range, and efficiency as a function of thrust production and power
consumption. This creates a design space to perform optimization by evaluating
multiple objectives as a result of theoretical relations derived by identifying variations
in between the performance metrics.
• Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results of scaling relations developed for three-
dimensional self-propelled pitching and combined heaving and pitching propulsors by
considering aspect ratio and sweep angle variations. Section 6.2 introduce previous
scaling relations, then section 6.3, 6.4 give details about the three-dimensional pitch-
ing, two- and three-dimensional heaving and pitching scaling relations developed for
aspect ratio variations, respectively. Finally, section 6.5 introduces the scaling ap-
proaches which considers sweep angle variations of three-dimensional propulsors.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the relevant conclusions and discusses future work that can
be achieved with the help the results presented here.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this study is i) the first to investigate the role of
shape and gait by considering real cetacean flukes undergoing combined heaving and pitch-
ing motion, ii) the first to develop scaling relations for self-propelled three-dimensional
pitching and combined heaving and pitching propulsors by considering shape variations,
and iii) the first that connects the speed, range, and efficiency, clarifies the relationship
between them and provides insight into the performance benefits of non-sinusoidal and
intermittent swimming, iv) the first that combines different swimming kinematics to max-
imize the efficiency across a wide range of conditions from high speeds to high ranges
with the help of optimization. The data obtained from this study offers a guide to the
design of bio-inspired vehicles, and provides insight into the flow physics that drive thrust
production, power consumption, and efficient swimming.
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Chapter 2
Numerical and Experimental
Methods
2.1 Problem Formulation
Self-propelled simulations are performed on an idealized self-propelled swimmer that is a
combination of a virtual body and a two- or three-dimensional propulsor (Figure 2.1a),
which is pitching or heaving and pitching about its leading edge. The virtual body is not
present in the computational domain, but its presence is represented as a drag force, D,
acting on the propulsor. To determine the drag force, we used a classic high-Reynolds-
Figure 2.1: Illustration of an idealized heaving and pitching three-dimensional swimmer
as a combination of a virtual body and a propulsor. The doublet wake elements model
vorticity shed from the trailing edge of the propulsor.
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number drag law, where drag is proportional to the square of the swimming speed U :
D = 1/2ρCDSwU
2, (2.1)
where ρ is the fluid density, CD is the drag coefficient and Sw represents the total wetted
surface are of a swimmer (Figure 1.1(c)).
In self-propelled swimming, the time-averaged thrust and drag of a swimmer are bal-
anced when the swimmer is at a cycle-averaged steady state. The drag coefficient of the
body and the wetted area to propulsor planform area ratio, Swp = Sw/Sp, both affect how
thrust and drag are balanced on a swimmer and their combination is represented by the
Lighthill number
Li = CDSwp. (2.2)
The Lighthill number represents the propulsor loading during self-propelled swimming and
is analogous to the wing loading of birds and aircraft. When Li is high, there is high
propulsor loading and vice versa. Given constant kinematics and propulsor geometries,
high-Li swimmers will swim slower than low-Li swimmers. In the current study, the
Lighthill number is varied from 0.05 to 0.3 [40].
The non-dimensional mass of the swimmer, defined as body mass divided by added mass
of the propulsor, m∗ = m/ρSpc, was chosen as 1. In this equation, ρ and c correspond
to the density of water and the chord length of the foil, respectively. Moored & Quinn
[89] previously showed that the self-propelled performance of a swimmer was found to be
nearly independent of its non-dimensional mass as long as m∗ > 1. By using the lower
bound of this range, the simulations then reach their cycle-averaged steady-state solution
with the smallest amount of simulation time.
The propulsor’s kinematic motion is characterized as sinusoidal pitching and/or heaving
about the leading edge as shown in equation (1.6). To examine bulk swimming performance,
we time-averaged output parameters over an oscillation cycle, as indicated with an overline
(·). All mean quantities are taken after a swimmer has reached steady-state swimming, de-
fined as the time when the net thrust coefficient is CnetT ≤ 10−5, CnetT = (T−D)/(1/2ρSpU
2
)
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and T is the thrust force, calculated by integrating of the pressure forces projected in the
−x direction. Once the mean swimming speed U is determined, the reduced frequency and
the Strouhal number are defined as,
k =
fc
U
St =
fA
U
. (2.3)
In self-propelled swimming, these two variables become outputs since the swimming speed
is unknown a priori. Furthermore, the time-averaged thrust and power coefficients non-
dimensionalized by the added mass forces and added mass power from small-amplitude
theory [55] as defined in equation (1.10). The mean thrust and power may also be non-
dimensionalized by the dynamic pressure as indicated in equation (1.2), these two normal-
izations are related by simple transformations: CdynT = CT (2St
2) and CdynP = CP (2St
2).
2.2 Boundary Element Method
An unsteady two- and three-dimensional boundary element method is employed to model
the forces acting on self-propelled propulsors. The approach used in this thesis combines an
unsteady two- and three-dimensional boundary element method and self-propelled equa-
tions of motion.
2.2.1 Three-Dimensional Boundary Element Method
Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
The flow field is modeled as an incompressible, irrotational and inviscid flow. For the self-
propelled problem, we define the problem in an inertial frame of reference that is attached
to the undisturbed fluid indicated by X,Y, Z in Figure 2.2. As similar, we define the
velocity field, u ,everywhere as the gradient of a scalar velocity potential,
u = ∇Φ∗ (2.4)
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Figure 2.2: The inertial reference frame fixed to the undisturbed fluid is denoted by (X,
Y , Z) while the body-fixed reference frame is denoted by (x, y, z). The local normal,
streamwise and cross-stream unit vectors are denoted by nˆ, sˆ, and cˆ, respectively. The
body surface, Sb, is layered with distributions of doublet elements of strength and source
elements of strength σ. The wake surface, Sw, is layered with distributions of doublet
elements of strength µw.
where Φ∗ is perturbation potential in an inertial frame fixed to the undisturbed fluid. As
a function of Φ∗, the pressure field, P can be determined from the unsteady Bernoulli
equation,
P (X,Y, Z, t) = −ρ∂Φ
∗
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
inertial
− ρ(∇Φ
∗)
2
(2.5)
where ρ is the fluid density and P is also formulated in the inertial frame where the
reference pressure P∞ = 0 and the perturbation potential Φ∗|∞ = 0. By using a body-
fixed Lagrangian frame as denoted by x, y, z in Figure 2.2 [94, 127, 24], we determined the
time derivative of the perturbation potential for a point on the surface of the body as,
P (x, y, z, t) = −ρ∂Φ
∗
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
body
+ ρ(urel + U0) · ∇Φ∗ − (∇Φ
∗)2
2
(2.6)
In here, U0 is the translational velocity of a body-fixed frame of reference and urel is the
relative velocity of a point on the surface of the body to the body-fixed reference frame.
Once the perturbation potential is known, by using equation (2.6), the pressure on the body
surface can be calculated. Also, by integrating the pressure and shear stress, τ , acting on
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the body the forces can be determined as,
F (x, y, z, t) =
ˆ
Sb
(−P nˆ + τ sˆ)dS (2.7)
where Sb, nˆ and sˆ represent the body surface, the outward normal vector from the body sur-
face and the tangential vector along the body surface in the stream-wise direction, respec-
tively. Then, the problem is reduced to solving for the perturbation potential throughout
the fluid with the help of Laplace’s equation,
∇2Φ∗ = 0. (2.8)
To solve the problem, we employ two boundary conditions. First one is no-flux bound-
ary condition which should be satisfied through the body surface for an inviscid fluid,
n · ∇Φ∗ = n · (urel + U0) on Sb. (2.9)
Second, the flow disturbances caused by the body must decay far away from the body,
∇Φ∗
∣∣∣
|x|→∞
= 0 on S∞. (2.10)
where S∞ is the surface at infinity bounding the fluid and x = [x, y, z]T is measured from
the body-fixed frame of reference.
Boundary Integral Equations
Laplace’s equation within the fluid domain, ν, can be solved by using Green’s identity in
three dimensions as,
G(x; x0) = − 1
4pir
, where: r = |x− x0| (2.11)
where x0 is the source located at x0 = [x0, y0, z0]
T and r is the distance between the point
of interest and the source point. Following Green’s identity, we can construct a general
solution for the internal perturbation potential within the volume enclosed by Sb, Φ
∗
i and
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the perturbation potential within the fluid volume, Φ∗ by a sum of source σ and doublet
µ distributions.
Φ∗i =
‹
Sb
[
σ(x0)G(x; x0)− µ(x0)nˆ · ∇G(x; x0)
]
dS0 −
‹
Sw
µw(x0)nˆ · ∇G(x; x0)dS0 + Φ∞
(2.12)
Φ∗ =
‹
Sb
[
σ(x0)G(x; x0)− µ(x0)nˆ · ∇G(x; x0)
]
dS0 −
‹
Sw
µw(x0)nˆ · ∇G(x; x0)dS0 + Φ∞
(2.13)
where,
σ(x0) = nˆ · ∇(Φ∗ − Φ∗i ) (2.14)
−µ(x0) = Φ∗ − Φ∗i (2.15)
−µw(x0) = Φ∗+ − Φ∗− (2.16)
Equations (2.12) and (2.13) are broken up into an integral over the body boundary,
Sb, the wake boundary, Sw, and the far-field boundary, S∞ which is set to zero, Φ∞ = 0,
to formulate the problem in an inertial frame of reference attached to the undisturbed
fluid. Here, the potential jump, µ(x0), corresponds to the strength of a doublet and σ(x0)
represents the strength of a source. Equation (2.16) shows the local potential jump, µw(x0),
between the top (Φ∗+) and bottom (Φ∗−) surface of the wake. Now, the general solution
of the problem in a fluid domain is reduced to determining a distribution of sources and
doublets on the boundaries (Sb, Sw) that satisfy boundary conditions. In this thesis, the
no-flux boundary condition on the body is satisfied with an indirect Dirichlet formulation
where we set the internal potential to zero as Φ∗i = 0. This leads to the potential field at the
surface of the body equated to the local doublet strength as −µ = Φ∗ and the local velocity
normal to the body surface equated to the source strength as, σ = ∇Φ∗ ·nˆ = (urel+U0) ·nˆ.
The perturbation velocity on the surface of the body is found by a local differentiation of
the perturbation velocity potential,
ub = ∇Φ∗b =
∂Φ∗
∂s
sˆ +
∂Φ∗
∂c
cˆ +
∂Φ∗
∂n
nˆ = −∂µ
∂s
sˆ− ∂µ
∂c
cˆ + σnˆ (2.17)
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where cˆ is the tangential vector along the surface in the cross-stream direction as can be
seen in Figure 2.2. Then, the pressure over the body can be found by using the unsteady
Bernoulli equation in terms of the boundary element strengths,
Pb(x, y, z, t) = ρ
∂µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
body
+ ρ(urel + U0) · ub − ρub
2
2
. (2.18)
Numerical Discretization
To solve the problem numerically, surface Sb is discretized into constant strength quadri-
lateral boundary elements (panels) distributed over the body (σ, µ) and wake (µw). Then
the equation (2.12) can be written with the Dirichlet condition substituted as,
Nb∑
j=1
Bijσj +
Nb∑
j=1
Cijµj +
Nw∑
k=1
Cw,ikµw,k = 0 (2.19)
where,
Bij = − 1
4pi
ˆ
panel
1
|rij|dS0 (2.20)
Cij = − 1
4pi
ˆ
panel
nˆ · rij
|rij|3 dS0 (2.21)
Cw,ik = − 1
4pi
ˆ
panel
nˆ · rik
|rik|3 dS0 (2.22)
rij = xi − x0,j and rik = xi − x0,k (2.23)
Here, Nb is the number of body elements, Nw is the number of wake elements and dS0
represents the differential area of a boundary element. In equation 2.23, xi is the vector
corresponding the position of the ith collocation point, x0,j is the vector denoting the
position of a differential area of the jth element, and x0,k is the vector denoting the position
of a differential area of the kth element. In here, the collocation points are located at the
center of the elements moved inside the hydrofoil along the surface normal vector by 15%
of the body half-thickness.
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Wake Model
In the current model, a trailing-edge panel is counted as the first element in the set of wake
doublet elements and also it is used to impose the Kutta condition of finite velocity there.
The Kutta condition sets the strength of the trailing-edge element such that it cancels the
vorticity at the trailing-edge. The strength of the trailing-edge element is then found at
each time step as,
µw,TE = µt,TE − µb,TE (2.24)
where µt,TE and µb,TE are the top and bottom body doublet elements that intersect the
trailing-edge. The trailing-edge wake element is oriented along a line that bisects the upper
and lower body surfaces at the trailing edge. The length of the element is set to 0.4 U0 ∆t
where ∆t is the time step for the computations. For time-stepping, a wake shedding
procedure must be used to satisfy Kelvin’s condition. To satisfy the Kelvin circulation
theorem a wake shedding procedure must be applied. At every time step, the trailing-edge
wake panel from the previous time step is ‘shed’ by advecting the element downstream by
a distance of U0 ∆t while its strength remains constant for all time and can be determined
in terms of the unknown body element strengths by modifying the equation (2.19) using
equation (2.24), that is,
Nb∑
j=1
Aijµj = −
Nb∑
j=1
Bijσj −
Nw∑
k=2
Cw,ikµw,k (2.25)
where,
Aij =

Cij − Cw,i1, j: bottom element
Cij + Cw,i1, j: top element
Cij , otherwise
Now, the linear set of equations can be solved by an inversion of matrix, Aij at each time
step with known body source and wake element strengths for the body doublet strengths,
µj . In the current method, by assuming left-right symmetry for the problem, we reduced
the number of unknown body doublet element strengths in half and used mirror image
elements to represent the left-half of the body and the wake.
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Nonlinear Wake Deformation
As mentioned in the previous section, at each time step, a new trailing edge wake element
is formed and the shed wake panel is further advected with the local induced velocity. The
induced velocity at the corner points of each wake element, uw is determined and then
displaced by ∆d = uw∆t. During the calculation of the induced velocity at the wake
corner points, the endpoints of the doublet elements, which are mathematically equivalent
to point vortices, will lead to a numerically unstable solution if they are not desingularized.
Following Krasny, [69] the induced velocity on a wake element from other doublet elements
is then calculated with a desingularized Biot-Savart law,
u(x) =
Γ
4pi
˛
s× r
r3 + δ3
ds. (2.26)
Here, Γ is equal to Γ = −µ and corresponds to the circulation of a doublet element and
δ is the desingularization parameter, and is a constant parameter which is chosen to be
δ/c = 6 × 10−2 in this study. If δ is large enough, the transfer of energy to high wave-
numbers is minimized by preventing solution breakdown. The desingularization parameter
mimics the effect of viscosity in a real fluid by giving each vortex ring element a core radius
directly related to δ. It approaches zero when the classical Biot-Savart law is recovered.
Lumped Wake Elements
After a given number of cycles to restrict the growth of the problem size, a lumped wake
element model is used. The lump wake elements conserve the net circulation in the wake
to satisfy the Kelvin’s circulation theorem. The strength of the lumped wake elements at
the nth time step is calculated as follows,
Γnlump = Γ
n−1
lump + Γ
n
w, absorbed (2.27)
where Γnw, absorbed corresponds to the circulation of the absorbed element at the nth time
step and Γn−1lump represents the circulation of the lump element at the previous time step.
The number of near wake cycles, Nl are determined through comparing the results of
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the lumped wake solution with the fully-resolved solution and making sure the deviation
between the two solutions is within 1%. The fully resolved solution happens if Nl ≥ 2
for three-dimensional flows. The lumped wake elements are included in the third term of
equation (2.25).
Equations of Motion
The current method is coupled with the equations of motion, to be able to calculate the self-
propelled body dynamics of swimmers. A single degree of freedom which only allow stream-
wise translation is chosen while the other degree of freedom undergo fully prescribed motion.
A loose coupling with the boundary element fluid solver is used to further simplify the
implementation of the unconstrained body dynamics as described in the work by Borazjani
[13]. The body frame velocity of the swimmer at the (n + 1)th time step is calculated
through forward differencing and x-position of body frame (Figure 2.2) is calculated by
using the trapezoidal rule,
xn+1b = x
n
b +
1
2
(Un+10 + U
n
0 )∆t (2.28)
Un+10 = U
n
0 +
Fnx
M
∆t (2.29)
where Fnx is the stream-wise force acting on the body at the current time step and M is
the mass of the body.
2.2.2 Two-Dimensional Boundary Element Method
The two-dimensional framework of the unsteady Boundary Element Method is very similar
to the three-dimensional solution. The difference in the solution comes from the definition
of Green’s function for two-dimensional problems which is defined,
G(x; x0) =
1
2pi
ln r where: r = |x− x0| (2.30)
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and in here, x = [x, z]T and x0 = [x0, z0]
T are defined only as a function of stream-wise
and normal directions and do not consider cross-stream direction.
Based on the new Green’s function, the definition of the perturbation velocity on the
surface of the body and the numerical discretization will be different. The perturbation
velocity will be defined as a function of stream-wise and normal directions as,
ub = ∇Φ∗b =
∂Φ∗b
∂s
sˆ +
∂Φ∗b
∂n
nˆ = −∂µ
∂s
sˆ + σnˆ (2.31)
and in the two-dimensional context, the numerical discretization will be obtained by mod-
ifying the equation (2.19) as,
Nb∑
j=1
Bijσj +
Nb∑
j=1
Cijµj +
Nw∑
k=1
Cw,ikµw,k = 0 (2.32)
where
Bij =
−1
2pi
ˆ
panel
ln |rij| dS0 (2.33)
Cij =
1
2pi
ˆ
panel
∂ln |rij|
∂n
dS0 (2.34)
Cw,ik =
1
2pi
ˆ
panel
∂ln |rik|
∂n
dS0 (2.35)
with: rij = xi − x0,j rik = xi − x0,k
Besides these differences, all derivations and boundary conditions will be the same as
in three-dimensions. More details and validations on both two- and three-dimensional
boundary element method can be found on works by Quinn et al. [100] and Moored [85].
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2.3 Multiobjective Optimization
A general multiobjective optimization problem can be expressed as,
Ξ = arg min
x

f1(x)
...
fm(x)
 . (2.36)
subject to: x ∈ Fx ⊂ X
where x ∈ X is the decision vector, X is the optimization parameter space, Fx is the
feasible set of solutions that satisfy the problem constraints, [f1, · · · , fm]T is the vector
of objective functions and Ξ is the Pareto-optimal set. It constitutes the solution of the
multiobjective optimization problem and consists of all decision vectors. Given the two
decision vectors Υ1 and Υ2, Υ1 is said to dominate Υ2 if, and only if:
∀i ∈ (1, · · · ,m) | fi(Υ1) ≤ fi(Υ2) ∧ ∃j ∈ (1, · · · ,m) | fj(Υ1) < fj(Υ2) (2.37)
All decision vectors that are not dominated by any other decision vector of a given set
are called non-dominated regarding this set. Consequently, a Pareto-optimal solution is a
vector x which is not dominated by any other vector of the feasible set Fx, and the set of
all Pareto-optimal solutions is the Pareto-optimal set, Ξ.
2.3.1 Non-Dominated Sorted Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)
In this thesis, NSGA-II is chosen to conduct the multiobjective optimization. NSGA-II
operates on a population of individuals generated randomly, each representing a solution
to the problem. Every individual is made up of a set of parameters consisting of the upper
and lower bounds of design parameters. A fitness function evaluates the effectiveness of
each objective defined at the beginning of the problem, and return a series of values. Each
value represents fitness concerning a different objective. After evaluation of every individual
in the population, solutions with higher fitness are selected to create the next generation by
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using genetic operators such as combination, crossover, and mutation. Afterward, NSGA-
II sorts a combined population of parent and offspring, which are created using genetic
operators, into different ranks of a Pareto front, which indicates a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions. Every individual belongs to the Pareto front are said to be non-dominated, means
that each of the solutions is optimal for any combination of the objectives. NSGA-II uses
an elitism approach for searching solutions toward the optimal Pareto front. It is also
using a crowding mechanism to assure that the entire set of Pareto-optimal solutions can
be found. The crowding mechanism uses the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance
between the fitness vectors of two individuals and to ensure that the best (elite) individuals
are kept. Selection in the crowding mechanism continues by accepting individuals from each
rank in sequence until N individuals are selected in total from the combined population
pool, which has a size of 2N . The whole cycle is repeated until one of the following
conditions is satisfied; i)the fitness values plateau, ii) or a maximum number of generations
is reached. During evolution, NSGA-II requires a set of priori parameters; the probabilities
of crossover and mutation, and the distribution index for both simulated binary crossover
and polynomial mutation. These values are chosen as 90%, 20%, 20, and 20, respectively
as recommended by [31, 32]. The details of the routine are given in pseudo code in the
table 2.1.
2.4 Experimental Methods
To complement the simulations for rigid pitching airfoils used in this thesis, force mea-
surements in a closed-loop water channel (Figure 2.4(a); Rolling Hills 1520; test section:
380 mm wide, 450 mm deep, 1520 mm long) were taken by collaborators at UVA. An
acrylic baffle was installed at the free surface to minimize surface waves. For all tests, the
free-steam speed, U , was 150 mm/s with fluctuations less than 1.0%. They tested three
NACA 0012 airfoils with the same chord (100 mm) and three different spans: 100, 150,
and 200 mm (aspect ratio A = 1.0, 1.5, or 2.0). The drive rod was made of carbon fiber
and the airfoil was 3D-printed (Dimension 1200es) with ABS. They also used the 200 mm
span airfoil to create a two-dimensional control case (A = ∞) by installing a horizontal
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Table 2.1: Non-Dominated Sorted Genetic Algorithm II Pseudocode
Pseudocode Description
start procedure
t← 0
Pt ← new population (N) Initialize a random population
Qt ← ∅ Create an offspring population
Ξ← non dominated (Pt) Return individuals of initial Pareto Front
while not stop criterion do
Rt ← Pt ∪Qt Combine parent (Pt) and offspring (Qt) population
F ← non dominated sorting Employ fast non-dominated sorting on Rt
Pt+1 ← ∅
i← 1
while |Pt+1|+ |Fi| ≤ N do Until the parent population is filled
Ci ← crowding distance assigment (Fi) Calculate crowding distance in Fi
Pt+1 ← Pt+1 ∪ Fi Include ith non-dominated front in the parent population
i← i+ 1 Check the next front for inclusion
end while
Fi ← sort(Fi, Ci, ’descending’) Sort the solutions of front i in descending order of Ci
Pt+1 ← Pt+1 ∪ Fi[1 : (N |Pt+1|)] Choose the first (N |Pt+1|) elements of Fi
Qt + 1← (Pt+1, N) Use selection, crossover and mutation to create
a new population
t← t+ 1
Ξ← non dominated (Ξ ∪Qt)
end while
end procedure
splitter plate at the base of the airfoil. In the two-dimensional case, the gap between the
airfoil tips and the baffle/splitter plate was less than 5 mm. The airfoils were actuated
with harmonic pitching motions by a digital servo motor (Dynamixel MX-64). As with
the simulations, the pitch angle was prescribed to be θ = θ0 sin(2pift). They varied the
pitch frequency from 0.25 to 2.0 Hz in increments of 0.25 Hz and the non-dimensional
peak-to-peak amplitude from 0.2 to 0.5 in intervals of 0.1.
They extracted the thrust and efficiency of the airfoils over a range of motions using
angle and force/torque measurements. They measured pitch angle θ with an absolute
encoder (US Digital A2K 4096 CPR0) and forces/torques with a 6-axis load cell (ATI
MINI 40) - both of which were installed along the drive rod of the airfoil (Figure 2.4(b)).
The measured pitch angles and forces/torques were synchronized by a custom circuit, then
transmitted (ATI Wireless F/T) to a control PC (Omen 870), where they were recorded
by a custom Labview script (Labview 2017). For each trial, data were averaged over 20
pitching cycles, with 10 cycles added on either end to provide a warm-up and cool-down
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Figure 2.3: Experimental setup. (a) The test apparatus was mounted on the top of the
water channel. (b) A servo motor actuated the airfoil using a drive rod. (c) Four different
aspect ratios (A) were tested.
period. Each trial was conducted 5 times. The resolutions of the force/torque sensor
were sufficient to resolve differences between the trials: force resolution was ±0.01 N in
the lateral (y) and streamwise (x) directions and ±0.02 N in the vertical (z) direction, and
torque resolution was ±0.25 N·mm about the x and y-axis and z-axis. To measure the force
transmitted from the airfoil to the water, we subtracted forces measured in air (channel
drained) from forces measured in water (channel filled) for all trials. They transformed
the resulting forces from force sensor coordinates into water channel coordinates to get
net-thrust (T ) and lift (L). Subtracting forces in air produced a small effect that was most
pronounced at large frequencies: when f = 2 Hz and A = 2, the procedure resulted in
≤ 7% decreases in T and ≤ 2% decreases in L. The power transmitted to the fluid by the
airfoil is P = f
´ t0+1/f
t0
τz θ˙dt, where τz is z-axis torque and θ˙ is pitching velocity.
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Chapter 3
Elucidating the Role of Planform
Shape and Swimming Gait in
Cetacean Propulsion
The present study aims to determine the performance and wake structures produced by
self-propelled cetacean flukes where their shape and gait are independently varied in order
to address a research question: are cetacean fluke shapes tailored to specific swimming
gaits to maximize their propulsive efficiency or vice versa?
3.1 Problem Details
3.1.1 Fluke Shape Definition
There is extensive inter- and intra-species fluke shape variation among cetaceans that can
be quantified with the aspect ratio (A), sweep angle (Λ), curvature (δ) and planform area
(Sp) [47]. In this study, we quantitatively characterize a fluke shape with a parametric
geometry function developed with coefficients that are fit to a given species. This function
measures distances of the chord length, c, and the x-position of the chord length at the
root, midspan, three-quarter midspan, and tip locations on the fluke to determine the
mid-chord line and the chord distribution by using fourth and second-order polynomials,
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respectively. The parametric geometry functions are NACA-inspired equations in that a
chord distribution is wrapped around the mid-chord line just like the thickness distribution
is wrapped around the camberline of NACA airfoils. The measurement locations on the
flukes are shown in Figure 3.1(a) and the polynomial functions are indicated by equations
(3.1) and (3.2) for the mid-chord line and chord distribution, respectively. The coefficients
in these equations, presented in table 3.1 for different species, are solved with the help of
boundary conditions indicated in the Figure 3.1(a).
MC = A1y
4 +A2y
2 +A3y +A4 (3.1)
C = F1y
2 + F2y + F3 (3.2)
Figure 3.1: a) Demonstration of the characterization of a cetacean fluke. b) Illustration of
an idealized swimmer as a combination of a virtual body and propulsor and representation
of the wetted surface area, Sw and propulsor planform area, Sp.
Table 3.1: Coefficients of mid-chord line and chord distribution equations based on the five
cetacean species.
Species name A1 A2 A3 A4 F1 F2 F3
Delphinapterus leucas -0.8471 1.0010 -0.8114 -0.3708 -1.2522 0.3292 0.7415
Tursiops truncatus -0.5065 0.3549 -0.5429 -0.3838 -0.7435 -0.0356 0.7677
Orcinus orca 0.0172 0.0333 -0.3204 -0.3385 -0.7330 0.1297 0.6771
Stenella plagiodon -0.5791 0.4845 -0.4384 -0.3313 -0.7703 0.1985 0.6626
Pseudorca crassidens -0.2670 0.1980 -0.3373 -0.3461 -0.3048 -0.2185 0.6923
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Figure 3.2 presents a comparison between the biological fluke shapes and the idealized
fluke shapes obtained from the parametric geometry function. The parametric geometry
function, with its limited number of terms, shows good agreement with biology. However,
it is notable that the shapes deviate from the biological flukes at its tips. The aspect ratio
of the flukes is defined as A = s2/Sp, where s is the span length. The various species
aspect ratios are presented in table 3.2. The thickness distribution is described by the
equations for a NACA 0018 airfoil as used previously to describe the cross-sectional fluke
design [66, 61].
Figure 3.2: Real fluke images and output images of parametric geometry function
3.1.2 Swimmer Kinematics
The cetacean body is considered to be the primary source of drag while the fluke is consid-
ered to be the primary source of thrust [102]. As a first-order approximation, the presence
of a body can be modeled with a virtual body that is not present in the computational
domain but acts as a drag source applied to a self-propelled fluke (Figure 3.1(b)). This
approximation assumes there is no body/fluke interaction. While this is a reasonable
first-order approximation, it does not fully account for the flow physics of a self-propelled
swimmer [77]. Identical virtual body parameters are used in combination with each fluke
shape in order to isolate the effects of the fluke shape and its gait on the swimming per-
formance. The drag coefficient and wetted area are chosen as CD = 0.01 and Sw = 30 m
2,
respectively, which are typical values for cetaceans [42, 49]. The propulsor area, Sp, is kept
constant and defined as Sp = 1 m
2. The virtual body is given a mass of 263.54 kg, which
is calculated based on the wetted surface area of an idealized swimmer with the help of
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a correlation given in the study of Fish [42], and kept constant for all the species’ fluke
shapes examined.
A combined heaving and pitching motion with a fixed phase delay between pitching
and heaving of ψ = 270o is defined as,
θ(t) = θ0 sin(2pift+ ψ) (3.3)
h(t) = h0 sin(2pift) (3.4)
Here, h0, θ0, and f correspond to the heaving amplitude, pitch amplitude, and the os-
cillation frequency, respectively. A constant frequency of f = 2 Hz is used throughout
the simulations as an average frequency used by cetaceans [42]. For the combined heav-
ing and pitching motion of the flukes, the peak-to-peak amplitude is defined as A =
2 {h(t∗) + c sin [θ(t∗)]}, where t∗ represents the time when the maximum amplitude is
reached. The peak-to-peak amplitude is non-dimensionalized by the chord length as
A∗ = A/c and reported for the studied species in Table 3.2. The heaving and pitching
amplitudes can then be non-dimensionalized by the peak-to-peak amplitude as,
h∗ =
2h(t∗)
A
and θ∗ =
2c sin [θ(t∗)]
A
. (3.5)
Here, h∗ and θ∗ represent the dimensionless heave-to-pitch and pitch-to-heave ratios, re-
spectively. These terms identify what proportion of the total amplitude is due to heaving
and pitching motions. For instance, h∗ = 0, h∗ = 0.5, and h∗ = 1 represent a pure pitching
motion, a combined heaving and pitching motion with equal parts heaving and pitching,
and a pure heaving motion, respectively. The dimensionless heave-to-pitch and pitch-to-
heave ratios are related by h∗ + θ∗ = 1, which highlights the redundancy between the two
variables [53]. As such, only the dimensionless heave-to-pitch ratio will be used in this
study, which is reported for the examined species in table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Shape and gait parameters of the five cetacean species.
Species name A h0/c θ0 [deg] h
∗ A∗ f [Hz]
Delphinapterus leucas 3.30 2.45 35.44 0.940 5.05 2
Tursiops truncatus 3.90 2.51 28.85 0.960 5.12 2
Orcinus orca 4.40 2.50 23.61 0.974 5.07 2
Stenella plagiodon 4.50 3.75 21.53 0.990 7.53 2
Pseudorca crassidens 5.60 2.85 29.03 0.970 5.79 2
Interpolated artificial gaits 3.30–5.60 2.60–3.30 27.00 0.96–0.98 5.28 – 6.67 2
3.1.3 Output Variables
The output variables used in the current study are based on the mean values of quantities
that are time-averaged over an oscillation cycle and are denoted with an overline such
as (·). Mean values are acquired once a self-propelled swimmer has reached the steady-
state of its cycle-averaged speed. Steady-state conditions occur when CnetT ≤ 10−5, where
CnetT = (T−D)/(1/2ρSpU2) is the net thrust coefficient and T is the thrust force, calculated
by integrating of the pressure forces acting on the fluke projected in the −x direction. Also,
the dimensionless swimming speed is non-dimensionalized by the frequency of motion and
the length of the swimmer, L, as,
U∗ ≡ U
fL
, (3.6)
Here, U∗ can be described as the dimensionless stride length since it is a measure of the
number of body lengths traveled in one cycle of motion. Additionally, the characteristic
length was chosen to be L = 3 m for all of the fluke shapes tested. This is a typical adult
body length of the species Delphinapterus leucas [43].
The cost of transport, CoT , will also be reported in this study to measure the energy
consumption per unit distance per unit mass defined as,
CoT =
P
mU
. (3.7)
The CoT can be connected to the efficiency as CoT = D/(mη) for self-propelled swimming
[89] where the time-averaged thrust and drag balance each other as T = D. The CoT can
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then be rearranged by substituting the drag law of equation (2.1) into equation (3.7),
CoT =
(
1/2 ρSwf
2L2CD
m
)
U∗2
η
. (3.8)
The parameters within the parentheses in equation (3.8) are constants throughout the
current study. This means that the following proportionality will connect the dimensionless
stride length, efficiency and cost of transport,
CoT ∝ U
∗2
η
. (3.9)
where η is the propulsive efficiency which is given in equation (1.3).
3.2 Approach
To address the connection between the fluke shape and swimming gait during self-propelled
swimming, the fluke shapes of five cetacean species and their corresponding gaits (Table
3.2) are interchanged creating 25 shape and gait permutations. Then the thrust, power,
and efficiency of swimming are examined along with the produced wake structures are
examined. Artificial gaits that do not correspond to known species are also considered
in order to resolve the parameter space more evenly. Table 3.2 also shows the range of
interpolated artificial gait parameters used in this study.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.3(a) presents the output Strouhal number as a function of the aspect ratio for the
various fluke shape and gait permutations. The different marker colors represent the fluke
shapes of five species, as indicated in the colorbar above the figure. The markers denoted
in the legend correspond to the gaits of the species. The data show a slight drop in the
Strouhal number with increasing aspect ratio and dimensionless heave-to-pitch ratio (h∗).
The decrease in the Strouhal number occurs due to the increased thrust production and
faster swimming speeds of the high aspect ratio flukes with high amplitude motions as will
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Figure 3.3: a) Strouhal number as a function of the aspect ratio. The markers denoted
in the legend correspond to the gaits of five species with increasing h∗ values from top to
bottom and artificial gaits which do not represent the gait of a particular species. The
different colors denote the different fluke shapes changing from dark blue to light blue with
increasing AR. Compilation of side view of wake structures based on b) gait changes for a
specific shape (Delphinaterus leucas) and c) shape changes for a specific gait (Delphinaterus
leucas).
be observed in the subsequent figures. The other notable trend is that for a specific fluke
shape, the Strouhal number shows a wide range of variation due to the different gaits.
On the other hand, it does not change much for the varying shapes when the gait is kept
constant. These trends can be seen clearly in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) which show the
side view of the wake structures of the Delphinapterus leucas shape for varying gaits and
Delphinapterus leucas gait for different shapes, respectively. For varying gaits, wakes roll
with steep angles due to increasing Strouhal number and decreasing the heave-to-pitch
ratio. On the other hand, for varying shapes when the gait is kept the same, the variation
on the wake structures is unnoticeable, which confirms the slight variation in the Strouhal
number.
Figure 3.4 shows the thrust and power coefficients as functions of the Strouhal number
where the colors and markers remain the same as in Figure 3.3(a). The Strouhal number
predominately determines both the thrust and power data, however, the power coefficient
shows a broader range of variation at a given Strouhal number. As the Strouhal number
increases, both the thrust and power decrease, in general. These trends also are predicted
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by Garrick’s theory when a purely heaving airfoil is considered, but not when a purely
pitching airfoil is considered [55]. The distinction is that the mean forces for the purely
heaving case are only circulatory, while for the purely pitching case they are dominated by
added mass forces per Garrick’s theory. As observed in table 3.2, the dimensionless heave-
to-pitch ratios indicate that the heaving component of the motion dominates cetacean’s
gaits. Consequently, it is not surprising that their thrust and power follow the general
trends from Garrick’s heave-only case, and it suggests that the force production of cetaceans
is predominately circulatory.
Figure 3.4: Self-propelled thrust and power coefficients as a function of the Strouhal num-
ber.
The propulsive efficiency and cost of transport as a function of the dimensionless stride
length are presented in Figure 3.5. High propulsive efficiency for the cetaceans is observed in
the range of 75–85%, which is following previous findings [46]. For constant gait parameters,
the Pseudorca crassidens shape always has the highest efficiency. Similarly, for constant
shape parameters, the Delphinapterus leucas gait always has the highest efficiency. In
fact, the efficiency data show that the fluke shape and its gait are not tailored to each
other. Viewed in another way, there is one shape that maximizes the propulsive efficiency
regardless of the gait and vice versa.
The CoT is another energetic metric commonly used in biological literature since it is
easier to measure than propulsive efficiency. The CoT is observed to have an increasing
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Figure 3.5: Self-propelled efficiency and cost of transport as a function of the non-
dimensional swimming speed U∗ = U/Lf , where L is the body length of the swimmer
taken to be 3 m.
trend for increasing values of the dimensionless stride length. At first, it is surprising that
all of the data collapse to a curve; however, equation (3.9) reveals the scaling trend. The
proportionality relation predicts that the CoT will vary quadratically with U∗ and inversely
with η, however, η varies over a small range leading to the predominant scaling with the
non-dimensional stride length. In fact, the parameters in equation (3.8) are substituted
along with the average efficiency of η = 0.79 and the cost of transport as a function of the
non-dimensional stride length is determined and plotted in Figure 3.5 as the dashed line.
The dashed line shows good agreement with the data suggesting that it properly captures
the scaling trends. Note that at the high U∗ values, the CoT is under-predicted by the
dashed line. This occurs since the efficiency at the high the U∗ values is lower than the
average of η = 0.79. The increasing trend in the CoT with dimensionless stride length
indicates that even though the efficiency is only changing slightly across the range of U∗,
the amount of power expended to swim faster is increasing by a factor of 4 across the same
range of U∗.
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3.4 Conclusions
To examine the connection between the fluke shape and the swimming gait in self-propelled
cetacean swimming, the shape and gait parameters of the different species are interchanged
and their performance and wake structures are investigated. When the fluke aspect ratio
and dimensionless heave-to-pitch ratio are increased the thrust production of the cetacean
is increased, consequently leading to faster swimming speeds and lower Strouhal numbers.
At the same time, as the Strouhal number decreases the power coefficient is shown to
increase. These trends in the thrust and power coefficients are indicative of circulatory
or lift-based propulsion. It is further discovered that the effect of the shape and gait on
the performance are not intertwined and are in fact independent. For instance, one shape
is always more efficient than the other shapes regardless of the imposed gait and vice
versa. Cetacean efficiencies are found to range between 75–85% with the peak efficiency
occurring for the Pseudorca crassidens shape with the Delphinapterus leucas gait. Finally,
the cost of transport shows a quadratic trend with swimming speed as predicted by a
simple scaling relation. This indicates that even though the efficiency is varying slightly
over the swimming speed range, the amount of power that must be expended to swim
faster is changing by up to a factor of 4.
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Chapter 4
The Role of Pure Shape Effects on
the Swimming Performance
This chapter investigates the shape changes when the gait effects are isolated. It introduces
a new parametric function and probes the variation in efficiency and swimming speed.
4.1 Problem Formulation
4.1.1 Idealized Fluke Shape Definition
In this study, a simplified geometry function is created based on three main fluke shape pa-
rameters identified in the previous section: aspect ratio (A), sweep angle (Λ) and curvature
(δ).
Figure 4.1: Demonstration of sweep angle and curvature parameter on an idealized fluke.
The developed function determines the root chord length and the span length as a
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function of planform area (Sp) and aspect ratio as,
s =
√
SpA and cr =
√
Sp/A (4.1)
where Sp is fixed to 1m
2 to eliminate area variations in the performance and consider only
A variation. When the root chord length is obtained, chord distribution of an idealized
fluke can be determined when ct is fixed to 0.0001m.
C =
(ct − cr)
(s/2) y
+ cr (4.2)
By using the span length and the chord length, the function calculates the x- and y-
positions of the chord length at the mid-span and tip locations of the fluke as a function
of sweep angle and curvature.
xms = cr + (s/4) tan(Λ)− δ cos(Λ)
xt = cr + (s/2) tan(Λ)
yms = (s/4) + δ sin(Λ)
(4.3)
Then, trailing edge (TE) and leading edge (LE) of an idealized fluke can be defined as,
TE = M1y
2 +M2y +M3
LE = TE− c
(4.4)
with: M1 =
(s/2)cr − (s/2)xms − cryms + xtyms
(s/2)yms((s/2)− yms)
M2 = −(s/2)
2cr − (s/2)2xms − cry2ms + xty2ms
(s/2)yms((s/2)− yms)
M3 = cr
4.2 Approach
To address the role of fluke shapes during self-propelled swimming, the fluke shapes which
have variable sweep angle, aspect ratio, and curvature are investigated when the swimming
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gait is fixed. With the help of the parametric function, each shape parameter is varied
independently from the others in the range of 0o ≤ Λ ≤ 45o, and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 0.4 for A = 4.
Combined heaving and pitching motion is used to compare the results with real fluke
shape results. Heave-to-chord ratio is chosen to be h/c = 1 and maximum pitching angle
is specified as θ0 = 23 [deg]. The frequency, Li and m are chosen to be f = 2 Hz, Li = 0.3,
and m = 263.54 kg as determined in section 3. Then, the swimming speed and efficiency
of swimming along with the produced wake structures are examined.
4.3 Discussions and Results
Figure 4.2 shows the variation of swimming speed and efficiency for different sweep angles
and curvatures when the aspect ratio is kept constant at A = 4.
Figure 4.2: Swimming efficiency (a,b) and swimming speed (c,d) as a function of sweep
angle and curvature. (a,c) Sweep angle variation when δ = 0.2 andA = 4. (b,d) Curvature
variation when Λ = 20 and A = 4.
In the figure, the marker colors denote increasing sweep angle and curvature from black
to white. The data plotted in Figure 4.2 (a) shows a slight drop in the efficiency with
increasing sweep angle. The decrease in efficiency occurs due to faster swimming speeds
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which cause higher thrust production and power consumption. The power consumption
reduces the gain that can be obtained at higher sweep angles. The opposite trend is seen
when the sweep angle is kept constant, but the curvature of the flukes is varied. This trend
can be seen in Figure 4.3 clearly.
Figure 4.3: Compilation of the wake structures based on shape variations.
Figure 4.3 shows the wake structures of different flukes shapes. It indicates the effects
of the shape variation on the wake structures. Each shape shows similar interlocking vortex
structures, however, for the fluke shapes with Λ = 0o and δ = 0, vortex interlocking starts
later compared to swept and curved flukes. These fluke shapes create elliptical vortex
rings which are common for rectangular propulsors or propulsors with straight TE while
the fluke shapes with varying sweep angle and curvature show more circular-like vortex
rings. Figure 4.3 also indicates the variation in efficiency and swimming speed.
4.4 Conclusions
To make a clear conclusion about pure shape effects other than aspect ratio (AR), a
systematized study is performed. In this study, the simplified geometry function is modeled
based on shape parameters (A, δ, and Λ) and varied independently when the swimming
gait is not allowed to change. It is found that the shape of the flukes has a significant effect
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in terms of efficiency and swimming speed. The variations in wake structures are examined
and obtained that if there is no curvature and sweep angle, flukes shed elliptical-like vortex
rings compared to the swept and curved which shed circular-like vortex rings. This study
also determines the effects of independent shape parameters on the swimming performance,
which can be used to answer how swimming performance scales with shape changes.
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Chapter 5
Optimization
In this chapter, through the use of an evolutionary algorithm, optimal swimming gaits
that can be both non-sinusoidal and intermittent are determined. The non-dimensional
swimming speed, range, and efficiency are optimized for a two-dimensional self-propelled
pitching foil. Non-sinusoidal motions are varied from a triangle-wave to a square-wave
motion and the intermittency of the gait is varied by changing the duty cycle of the active
phase to the coasting phase during swimming. The Pareto front of optimum solutions
that maximizes thrust production, efficiency and minimizes power consumption have been
sought when the gaits are varied simultaneously. The results are presented on a novel
performance map, which examines the interplay between the efficiency, the swimming
speed, and the range of swimmer. The associated wake dynamics are also discussed.
5.1 Problem Details and Approach
To model the problem, a self-propelled swimmer is used, which is a combination of a virtual
body and a two-dimensional propulsor (Figure 2.1). The propulsor is represented by an
airfoil that is pitching about its leading edge which has a teardrop cross-sectional shape
where the chord length is set to c = 0.07 m, and the maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of
b/c = 0.1c (see Figure 5.1(a)).
In the study, the propulsor’s kinematic motion is characterized as pitching about the
leading edge where the pitching angle is described by θ(t) = θ0 sin(2pift) for a general
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Figure 5.1: (a) Geometric representation of an airfoil. (b) Normalized sinusoidal pitching
angle as a function of normalized time for an intermittent swimmer with DC = 0.5 [2].
continuous sinusoidal wave-form. The kinematic motion of the airfoil is modified later to
account for variable wave-form motions and introduce intermittency to the swimming.
The motion wave-forms are defined by Jacobi elliptic functions [1] which creates a
continuous space of wave-forms controlled by a single parameter; the elliptic modulus κ
which is varying from triangular waves (κ = −1) to sinusoidal waves (κ = 0), and to square
waves (κ = 1). To avoid numerical instabilities due to unreasonably high accelerations in
the motion, κ is varied from −0.99 to 0.99. Due to the function definition, the wave-
form shapes are not perfectly triangular and square, so that they will be hereby referred
as triangular-like, sinusoidal-like and square-like motions in between ranges as defined
−0.99 ≤ κ ≤ −0.33, −0.33 ≤ κ ≤ 0.33, and 0.33 ≤ κ ≤ 0.99, respectively (see Figure 5.2
for examples of the waveform shapes).
Figure 5.2: (a) Illustration of Jacobi elliptic functions, varying actuation waveform shape
based on the elliptic modulus, κ. Markers denoted in the figure represent a wave-form
shape which they will be used in the following sections.
Then, the propulsor’s kinematic motion is characterized in terms of Jacobi elliptic
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functions for a general waveform as,
θ(t) = θ0 sn(u, κ) (5.1)
where ‘sn’ represents the Jacobi elliptic function as shown below,
sn(u, κ) = sin(φ) where; φ = am(u, κ) and u =
ˆ φ
0
dθ√
1− κ2 sin2 θ
. (5.2)
The intermittency of swimming is controlled by duty cycle, DC, which is the ratio of
burst period to total cycle period. Figure 5.1(b) shows a characteristic pitching motion
with the burst, coast and total cycle periods. The burst period is a pitching motion which
is followed by a fixed pitch angle θ = 0 for the duration of the coast period. The total
period in here is the summation of the burst and coast periods [2]. The combined burst
and coast pitching motions about the leading edge is defined by following the work by Akoz
& Moored [2] for a reference signal where 0 ≤ t ≤ Tcycle and modified by combining with
Jacobi elliptic functions as;
θ(t) =

ys(t) [θ0 sn(u, κ)], 0 ≤ t ≤ Tburst
0, Tburst ≤ t ≤ Tcycle.
(5.3)
with: ys(t) =

1, DC = 1
− tanh(a1t) tanh[a1(t− 1)], 0.9 < DC < 1
− tanh(a2t) tanh[a2(t− 1)], DC ≤ 0.9.
(5.4)
Here, Tburst and Tcycle are determined as Tburst = 1/f and Tcycle = Tburst/DC where f is
the flapping frequency and it is chosen to be 1 Hz. In order to obtain continuous angular
rates and accelerations at the junction of the burst and coast phase, a hyberbolic tangent
envelope function, ys(t), is defined as in equation (5.4) and it is multiplied with the burst
signal. This function modifies the slope of the wave at t/Tburst = 0 and t/Tburst = 1 to
ensure a desingularized smooth junction with the coast phase where a1 and a2 are defined as
a1 = m/(1−DC) and a2 = 10 m, respectively. In here, ‘m’ controls the radius of curvature
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at the junction based on the waveform shape. It is chosen as m = 3 for a sinusoidal and a
square waveform and it is defined as m = 6 for a triangular waveform shape.
5.1.1 Performance Map
A performance map is developed to identify the relationship between efficiency, non-
dimensional swimming speed, and non-dimensional swimming range. To obtain non-
dimensional swimming speed and range, the cycle-averaged steady-state condition of self-
propelled swimming is considered. In this condition, time average thrust balances time-
averaged drag as T = D. The time-averaged thrust and drag can be written in terms of
coefficient of thrust, CT , and coefficient of drag, CD as,
CT (ρSpf
2A2) = CD (1/2ρU
2
Sw) (5.5)
In equation (5.5, the time-averaged swimming speed can be written in terms of CT and
Li which is Li = CD (Sw/Sp),
U = fA
√
2CT
Li
(5.6)
and can be organized to obtain the non-dimensional swimming speed by separating the
equation into dimensional and non-dimensional terms and by assuming that the frequency
and the amplitude does not vary during the swimming,
U = f A
√
2
Li
U∗, where U∗ =
√
CT . (5.7)
To determine the non-dimensional swimming range, the cost of transport, CoT can be
used since it is inversely proportional to the range of a swimmer, R, and proportional to
its energy density, ε,
R =
(
1
CoT
)
ε. (5.8)
and CoT can be written in terms of coefficient of power, CP ,
CoT =
ρSpf
2A2
m
CP , (5.9)
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when equation (5.9) is substituted into equation (5.8), the non-dimensional range can be
obtained,
R = mε
ρSpf2A2
R∗, where R∗ = 1
CP
. (5.10)
Since the efficiency is defined as the ratio of CT and CP , it can be written in terms of
U∗, and R∗ and can be indicated as isolines to when U∗ is plotted against R∗.
U∗ = √η R∗−1/2 . (5.11)
5.1.2 Performance Map Optimization
An evolutionary algorithm is used to perform a multi-objective optimization on the per-
formance map. Optimization objectives are set to maximize the non-dimensional range,
R∗, and the non-dimensional speed, U∗ as a function of duty cycle, DC, elliptic modulus,
κ, and maximum pitching angle, θ0 as,
Maximize: U∗(DC, κ, θ0)
Maximize: R∗(DC, κ, θ0)
(5.12)
In the problem, DC is used to vary the intermittency of the swimmer within the limits
of 0.2 ≤ DC ≤ 1, where DC = 1 corresponds to continuous swimming. The waveform
shapes are modified with elliptic modulus which is changed between −0.99 ≤ κ ≤ 0.99
as mentioned in section 5.1, and the maximum pitching amplitude is varied in between
5o ≤ θ0 ≤ 15o.
The decision parameters, such as mutation and crossover indices used for the evolution-
ary algorithm are summarized in section 2.3.1. The optimization is started with an initial
population, P = 100, and run for 20 generations. To avoid missing an optimum value,
the first two generations are run three times with different random initial population, and
at the end, all gathered in a single population archive. In general, good convergence is
reached after ∼ 15 generations. After that, both objectives cannot be improved by more
than 1%.
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Figure 5.3: Demonstration of the new performance map plotted with existing literature
data for non-sinusoidal and sinusoidal continuous and sinusoidal intermittent swimming
motion.
5.2 Discussion
Figure 5.3 shows the variation of non-dimensional range, R∗ when it is plotted against of
non-dimensional speed, U∗. The isolines correspond to different efficiencies varying from
20% to 100%, and 100% efficiency is indicated by a solid isoline. On the map, existing
experimental [7, 112] and numerical [7, 2] studies are shown and separated into regions
with different colors and solid grey border lines based on the motion type and named
accordingly. The wave-form shapes are denoted with markers which are defined in Figure
5.2. In Figure 5.2, the green colored region (middle) in the Figure 5.3 represents the
sinusoidal continuous motion which covers a range where R∗ varies in between 0.1 to 0.35,
and U∗ changes in between 0.1 to 1.5 having an efficiency value of 25% or less. The purple
region corresponds to the continuous non-sinusoidal motion, which is comprised of square-
waves. It can be seen in the figure, the square-wave motion achieves higher U∗ values
compared to the continuous sinusoidal region. Even though it stays in a tight R∗ range
compared to the green region, the efficiency values for the two different region stay close
to each other.
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Figure 5.4: a) Comparison of Pareto optimal solutions with existing literature denoted with
shaded regions with different colors. Variations of b) DC, c) κ and d) θ0 plotted against
to R∗. Representative wake structures at high, mid and low R∗ regions as indicated on
the performance map.
Blue region indicates the data of intermittent sinusoidal motion, which covers a large
non-dimensional range in contrast to the continuous sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal motion.
The reason behind the achieving long ranges is stated in the literature by numerical and
experimental models [2, 125, 126] as a result of energy saving mechanism of the intermittent
swimming over 50% compared to the continuous motion.
When each motion is investigated on performance map separately, even though they
show distinctive variations regarding U∗ and R∗, most of the data points cluster around
20% efficiency by comprising of three different regions including; high, middle, and low
non-dimensional speed and range. This result points out that efficiency is not the only and
enough measure for design purposes since the same value can be achieved with different
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combinations of swimming styles.
The regions indicated in 5.3 are filled with the same color accordingly and shown in
Figure 5.4 (a) as a reference to compare with the final Pareto front which is also plotted on
the same plot. In the figure, the marker colors going from black to white indicate the duty
cycle varying from high to low values, respectively, over the range of 0.2 ≤ DC ≤ 1. The
marker shapes represent the wave-form shapes and changing from square-like to sinusoidal-
like wave-form.
Compared to the reference studies indicated on the performance map, it can be easily
seen that optimization improves the efficiency up to 10% in most of the regions throughout
the final Pareto front. Optimization achieves higher non-dimensional ranges by lowering
DC values, preferring sinusoidal-like motion, and increasing the maximum pitching ampli-
tude, which generates higher thrust and maintains higher efficiency. In contrast, for higher
values of the DC, optimization prefers to use square-like wave-form shapes by keeping
the maximum pitching amplitude at the minimum. This decreases the non-dimensional
range but increases the non-dimensional swimming speed having a minimum variation in
efficiency. Figure 5.4(b), 5.4(c), and 5.4(d) indicate variations of the design parameters in
detail for all range of parameters.
The final Pareto front is divided into three regions to investigate the wake structures
at these specific regions. The regions are chosen based on high, middle, and low DC
values and numbered accordingly as (1), (2), and (3). The wake structures at the regions
(1), (2) and (3) are shown in Figure 5.4(e), 5.4(f) and 5.4(g), respectively. The first
region corresponds to the continuous non-sinusoidal region. In this region, a vortex pair
is shed at each cycle by having a plateau region in between the vortex rings due to the
rapid starts and stops associated with square motions which prove the findings of [112].
This formation of vortex pairs leads to increment in the thrust, producing up to 3 times
higher non-dimensional swimming speeds compared to the motions with a sinusoidal or
triangular motion. The second and third region show more typical behavior with a reverse
von Ka´rma´n vortex street with three strong and one weak vortices and a single-jet which
is common for a sinusoidal motion. However, the spacing between the vortices and the
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streamwise alignment is different. The second region with DC = 0.5 has a more compact
form than the third region with DC = 0.2. Also, the DC = 0.5 case is more aligned than
the low DC region.
5.3 Conclusions
A new performance map is introduced to account for the variation of non-dimensional
speed, non-dimensional range, and efficiency. The performance map is also used to create
a design space to perform optimization. With the help of the evolutionary algorithm,
optimal swimming conditions which achieves higher thrust production and efficiency and
minimizes power consumption are identified. The swimmers can maintain a certain level
of efficiency while they are swimming either for longer ranges by minimizing their power
consumption using intermittent swimming or by switching to continuous non-sinusoidal
motion to swim fast and produce more thrust. This result indicated that efficiency could
be used to determine the swimming performance for design purposes; however, it is not
the only measure that predicts the performance. It is also obtained that efficiency does
not elucidate the dominant flow physics behind the force production.
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Chapter 6
Scaling Laws
This chapter gives the results of two- and three-dimensional scaling relations that investi-
gated the effects of the nonlinearities introduced by large-amplitude motions, by nonplanar
and deforming wakes and by propulsors of varying aspect ratio and sweep angle on the
performance of a propulsor. To begin, Garrick’s solution for the thrust coefficient and
power coefficient and a method by Moored & Quinn [89] were used to predict the data
of pitching and combined heaving and pitching propulsors generated from the nonlinear
boundary-element method simulations and experiments. Nine rectangular panels of vary-
ing aspect ratio were considered to develop three-dimensional pitching scaling relations,
and the results are given section 6.3. A larger parameter set was explored for two- and
three-dimensional propulsors, including both heave and pitch motions, and these results are
presented in section 6.4. See section 6.5 for details of scaling relations which are developed
to account for sweep angle effects on the propulsor performance.
6.1 Linear Unsteady Airfoil Theory
Garrick [55] was the first to develop an analytical solution for the thrust production,
power consumption, and efficiency of a sinusoidally heaving and pitching airfoils as stated
in section 1.4.2. The theory assumes that the flow is a potential flow, the hydrofoil is
infinitesimally thin, there are only small amplitudes of motion, and the wake is planar and
non-deforming. Garrick’s solution [55] for the thrust and power coefficients of a combined
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heaving and pitching foil where the pitch axis is about the leading edge is given,
CT = c
′
1
4h20
A2
[F 2 +G2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
heave
+c′2
4ch0θ0
A2
[
−(F 2 +G2)
(
1
pik
)
+
G
2
+
F
2pik
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
heave+pitch
(6.1)
+c′3
4c2θ20
A2
[
(F 2 +G2)
(
1
pi2k2
+
9
4
)
+
3
4
− 3F
2
− F
pi2k2
+
G
2pik
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
pitch
,
CP = c
′
4
4h20
A2
(F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
heave
+c′5
4ch0θ0
A2
(
F
pik
−G
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
heave+pitch
+c′6
4c2θ20
A2
(
3
4
− 3F
4
− G
2pik
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
pitch
. (6.2)
Here, F and G are the real and imaginary parts of Theodorsen’s lift deficiency function,
respectively [105]. The thrust and power are decomposed into their purely pitching, purely
heaving and combined heaving and pitching terms as denoted by the underbrackets. The
coefficients have exact values from theory of c′1 = c′2 = c′4 = c′5 = pi3/2 and c′3 = c′6 = pi3/8.
Garrick’s theory makes further assumptions that the motion is of small amplitude, and that
the wake is non-deforming and planar. However, the simulations in this study use large
amplitude motions and deforming wakes. Therefore, in order to more accurately produce a
scaling model relevant to the current data, the exact theoretical coefficients are relaxed and
left to be determined. Now, equations (6.1) and (6.2) can be written in a more compact
form and the approximations 4h20/A
2 ≈ h∗2, 4ch0θ0/A2 ≈ h∗θ∗, and 4c2θ20/A2 ≈ θ∗2 can
be substituted,
CT ≈ c′1 h∗2w1(k) + c′2 h∗θ∗w2(k) + c′3 θ∗2w3(k), (6.3)
CP ≈ c′4 h∗2w4(k) + c′5 h∗θ∗w5(k) + c′6 θ∗2w6(k). (6.4)
The approximations that were substituted become equalities in the limit of small ampli-
tude motions [53]; however, this thesis examines large amplitude motions, thus necessitating
the use of the approximation symbol.
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6.2 Previous Two-Dimensional Scaling Relations
Moored & Quinn [89] introduced scaling relations for the performance of two-dimensional,
self-propelled pitching hydrofoils. They considered both the pitch added mass and cir-
culatory forces from classical linear theory [55] and developed a new scaling model by
introducing additional nonlinear terms that are not accounted for in linear theory. For
instance, the thrust coefficient defined in equation (1.10), is proposed to be proportional
to the superposition of three terms,
CT = c1 + c2 φ2 + c3 φ3,
with: φ2 =
[
3F
2
+
F
pi2k2
− G
2pik
− (F 2 +G2)( 1
pi2k2
+
9
4
)]
, and φ3 = A
∗, (6.5)
where c1, c2, and c3 are constants, which are determined via regression over the entire
numerical data set by minimizing the squared residuals. The first and second terms repre-
sented by c1 and c2 φ2 are the added mass and circulatory streamwise forces, respectively,
from linear theory while the third term represented by c3 φ3 is not accounted for in linear
theory. The third term corresponds to the form drag induced by the effects of vortex shed-
ding at the trailing edge, and it is proportional to the time-varying projected frontal area
that occurs during large-amplitude pitching oscillations.
Moored & Quinn [89] also proposed that the power coefficient defined in equation
(1.10) is a linear combination of three power terms denoted graphically in Figure 6.1 and
mathematically as,
CP = c4 + c5 φ5 + c6 φ6,
with: φ5 =
St2
k
(
k∗
k∗ + 1
)
, and φ6 = St
2k∗, (6.6)
where c4, c5, and c6 are arbitrary constants, and k
∗ = k/
(
1 + 4St2
)
. The first term (c4)
is the added mass power from linear theory. The second term (c5 φ5) is a power term that
is not present in linear theory and develops from the x-component of velocity of a pitching
propulsor, which is neglected in linear theory due to a small-amplitude assumption. For
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Figure 6.1: Schematic showing the components of the two-dimensional power scaling rela-
tion developed in [89].
large amplitude motions this velocity does not disappear, leading to an additional velocity
component on the bound vorticity of the propulsor and creating an additional contribution
to the generalized Kutta-Joukowski force also known as the vortex force [103]. The third
term (c6 φ6) is also a power term that is absent in linear theory and develops during large-
amplitude motions when the trailing-edge vortices are no longer planar as assumed in
the theory. As a result, the proximity of the trailing-edge vortices induces a streamwise
velocity over the foil and an additional contribution to the vortex force. In short, the
second and third terms are described as the large-amplitude separating shear layer and
vortex proximity power terms, respectively, and both terms are circulatory in nature.
6.3 Three-Dimensional Scaling Relations for Pitching Mo-
tion
To scale the thrust and power of unsteady three-dimensional pitching propulsors, it is
hypothesized that the two-dimensional core scaling model will need to be modified in three
ways: (1) the added mass forces must account for the added mass of a finite-span wing, (2)
the circulatory forces must account for the downwash/upwash effects from the tip vortex
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system of the propulsor and (3) the nonlinear wake terms must account for the elliptical
topology of shedding trailing-edge vortices when calculating their induced velocity. Here,
these modifications were considered to extend the scaling relations to three-dimensional
flows with propulsors of varying aspect ratio.
6.3.1 Problem Details
Self-propelled simulations are performed on an idealized swimmer that is combination of
a virtual body and a propulsor as indicated in section 2.1. The simulated propulsor is
rectangular and has a chord length of c = 0.1 m with a NACA 0012 cross-section in
accordance with previous work [89]. Its planform area is defined as Sp = sc, where s is the
span length of the propulsor. The aspect ratio for the rectangular propulsor is defined as
A = s/c, which varies from 1 to 1000 in the current study, where the highest aspect ratio
represents an effectively two-dimensional propulsor. The propulsor’s kinematic motion is
characterized as sinusoidal pitching about the leading edge where the pitching angle is
described by θ(t) = θ0 sin(2pift), where f is pitching frequency, θ0 is pitching amplitude,
and t is time. The pitching amplitude co-varies with the peak-to-peak amplitude, which
can be specified as a non-dimensional amplitude-to-chord ratio,
A∗ = A/c. (6.7)
Then the pitching amplitude can be written as,
θ0 = sin
−1(A∗/2). (6.8)
All of the input parameters used in the current study are reported in Table 6.1. The fre-
quency, amplitude, and aspect ratio ranges are chosen to produce a dataset that covers the
Strouhal number, reduced frequency and aspect ratio ranges that are typical of biological
and bio-inspired propulsion [102, 104]. Moreover, the Reynolds number of the experiments
is Re = 30,000 and the simulations are effectively at an infinite Reynolds number.
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Table 6.1: Input parameters used in the present study.
Computational Input Parameters:
A 1 1.5 2 4 6 8 10 12 1000
A∗ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 — — — —
f Hz 1 2 — — — — — — —
m∗ 1 — — — — — — — —
Li 0.05 0.1 0.15 — — — — — —
Experimental Input Parameters:
A 1 1.5 2 1000 — — — — —
A∗ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 — — — — —
f Hz 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 —
Re 30,000 — — — — — — — —
U∞ [m/s] 0.15 — — — — — — — —
6.3.2 Propulsor Performance
The combination of the computational input parameters (Table 6.1) leads to 270 three-
dimensional, self-propelled simulations with a reduced frequency range of 0.27 ≤ k ≤ 1.35
and a Strouhal number range of 0.1 ≤ St ≤ 0.32. From these simulations the thrust
and power coefficients as defined in equation (1.10) are calculated. Figure 6.2 presents
the thrust and power coefficients as functions of the reduced frequency for Li = 0.15.
For a fixed aspect ratio, the thrust coefficient increases with the reduced frequency until
an asymptotic value is reached around k = 1. For a fixed reduced frequency, the thrust
increases monotonically with aspect ratio, which has been observed previously [22, 59].
Like the thrust coefficient, the power coefficient generally increases with aspect ratio at
a fixed reduced frequency. For a fixed aspect ratio, the power is relatively insensitive to
changes in the reduced frequency, though it shows a slight minimum around k = 0.75.
Additionally, the other Lighthill number cases show the same trends.
It is clear that the thrust and power of pitching wings vary widely with aspect ratio.
This variation motivates corrections to the two-dimensional core scaling model developed
in [89] that account for variations in aspect ratio.
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Figure 6.2: Coefficient of thrust and power as a function of reduced frequency from the
self-propelled simulations for Li = 0.15. The marker colors going from black to white
indicate the A from low to high values, respectively, over the range 1 ≤A ≤ 1000.
6.3.3 Added Mass and Circulatory Modifications
In general, the added mass of an oscillating propulsor is the product of the fluid density, the
planform area and a characteristic length scale of the projected area, which is commonly
the chord length for two-dimensional foils. On the other hand, a characteristic added mass
for arbitrary three-dimensional bodies needs to be defined by two principal dimensions
in the projected area. For a rectangular propulsor, these principal dimensions are the
span, s, and chord, c, of the propulsor and an empirical approximation of the added mass
can be written as M3Dadd ∝ ρs2c2/(s + c) [18]. This can be rearranged in terms of the
aspect ratio noting that A = s/c for a rectangular wing and M2Dadd ∝ ρsc2 such that
M3Dadd ∝ M2Dadd [A/(A+ 1)]. The added mass thrust and power are both proportional to
the added mass of the propulsor, so we expect them to scale with the same aspect ratio
modification as the added mass itself.
A finite-span pitching wing will shed a series of vortex rings into its wake [22, 59, 68],
which will lead to time-varying upwash and downwash over the wing due to trailing-edge
and tip vortices. Classical unsteady linear theory [55] does not account for the upwash or
downwash from the tip vortices, but Prandtl’s finite wing theory does, at least in steady
flows [96]. It is hypothesized that tip vortices would also modify the effective angle of
attack of an unsteady pitching wing, and therefore that Prandtl’s finite wing theory could
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offer a modification for the unsteady circulatory forces. Following finite wing theory for
elliptical wings, the three-dimensional lift coefficient, C3DL , and consequently the circulatory
power, should be proportional to C3DL ∝ C2DL [A/(A+ 2)], where C2DL is the lift coefficient
from a two-dimensional foil. Since the circulatory thrust forces of a pitching wing are the
projection of this lift force in the streamwise direction, it is also expected the circulatory
thrust forces to scale as C3DT ∝ C2DT [A/(A+ 2)]. Given that an unsteady propulsor sheds
tip vortices of alternating sign, one might expect that the circulatory correction would
be dependent upon the reduced frequency, however, it was determined that a steady flow
scaling was sufficient as shown in Section 6.3.5.
Modification of Two-Dimensional Scaling Laws:
These classical corrections from aero- and hydrodynamic theory can be applied to the
circulatory and added mass terms of the two-dimensional core scaling model as follows:
CT = c1
(
A
A+ 1
)
+ c2 φ2
(
A
A+ 2
)
+ c3 φ3, (6.9)
CP = c4
(
A
A+ 1
)
+ c5 φ5
(
A
A+ 2
)
+ c6 φ6
(
A
A+ 2
)
. (6.10)
Here, the c1 and c4 terms represent added mass forces, so they were modified with the added
mass correction ([A/(A+ 1)]). In contrast, the c2, c5 and c6 terms represent circulatory
forces, so they were modified with the circulatory correction ([A/(A+ 2)]). The c3 term
represents form drag and is therefore unmodified; it represents neither circulatory nor
added mass forces. Dividing by the added mass correction reveals a more compact form of
the three-dimensional scaling:
C∗T = c1 + c2 φ
∗
2 + c3 φ
∗
3, (6.11)
where: C∗T = CT
(
A+ 1
A
)
, φ∗2 = φ2
(
A+ 1
A+ 2
)
, φ∗3 = φ3
(
A+ 1
A
)
,
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C∗P = c4 + c5 φ
′
5 + c6 φ
′
6, (6.12)
where: C∗P = CP
(
A+ 1
A
)
, φ′5 = φ5
(
A+ 1
A+ 2
)
, φ′6 = φ6
(
A+ 1
A+ 2
)
.
The adjusted scalings now model the three-dimensional propulsor added mass and the
downwash and upwash imposed by the wake, but they do not factor in the topology of
the shedding vortex system. To account for this three-dimensionality, a further refinement
is proposed based on the known elliptical shape of vortex rings in the wake, which is
introduced in the next section.
6.3.4 Elliptical Vortex Ring Modifications
Figure 6.3: Sectional cut A-A is at the symmetry plane of the wing. (a) Cross-sectional
view of elliptical vortex ring shedding behind a rectangular propulsor. (b) Side view of
elliptical vortex ring that shows the distance from the vortex core to the trailing edge at
the mid-span of the propulsor.
The c5 and c6 terms in the power scaling relation can be further modified to fully
account for three-dimensionality. Referring to the development of these terms in [89],
they rely on balancing the cross-stream component of the velocity induced at the trailing
edge by a shedding trailing-edge vortex and the cross-stream component of the velocity
induced by the bound vortex with circulation Γb. This enforces the Kutta condition at the
trailing edge and determines a scaling for the additional bound circulation, Γ1 = Γb − Γ0,
where Γ0 is the bound circulation from the quasi-steady motion of the wing alone, while
the additional bound circulation is the bound circulation induced by the influence of the
wake. Moreover, the additional bound circulation is important to the scaling of both the
c5 and c6 terms. The two-dimensional scaling model assumes that the shedding trailing-
edge vortex is two-dimensional, that is, it is a line vortex that extends to infinity. In a
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three-dimensional flow, the shedding vortex is essentially half of a full vortex ring and is
elliptical in shape (Figure 6.3), where the major axis of the ellipse is the span length of the
propulsor. The elliptical topology of shedding trailing-edge vortices has been observed in
experimental [118, 20] and numerical [132, 12, 38] studies of oscillating finite-span wings
and hydrofoils as well as in biological studies [39]. This difference in the topology of the
shedding trailing-edge vortex between two- and three-dimensions alters the magnitude of
the induced velocity at the trailing-edge.
By calculating the velocity induced at the trailing-edge of the propulsor mid-span by
the shedding half-ellipse trailing-edge vortex (see appendix B.2 for details), a new scaling
relation for the additional bound circulation is
Γ1 ∝ c2θ˙
(
γk∗
1 + γk∗
)
where: γ =
1
2
[
E(m2) +
E(m1)
A
√
4kk∗
]
. (6.13)
Here, m1 andm2 are elliptic moduli wherem1 =
√
1− 4A2kk∗ andm2 =
√
1− 1/(4A2kk∗),
respectively, E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, and θ˙ is the pitching
rate of the propulsor. Additionally, the vortex proximity term not only uses the additional
bound circulation, but also the streamwise component of the velocity induced at the trail-
ing edge by a shedding trailing-edge vortex. For a shedding half-ellipse vortex, this induced
velocity scales as uind ∝ c2θ˙fStγ/[U(1 + 4St2)]. Consequently, the modified power scaling
for the separating shear layer term, c5 φ
∗
5, and the vortex proximity term, c6 φ
∗
6, will be
φ∗5 =
St2
k
(
γk∗
1 + γk∗
)(
A+ 1
A+ 2
)
and φ∗6 = St
2k∗γ
(
A+ 1
A+ 2
)
. (6.14)
Now, the full three-dimensional power scaling relation becomes
C∗P = c4 + c5 φ
∗
5 + c6 φ
∗
6 (6.15)
in its compact form.
The scaling relations can also be written in terms of the thrust and power coefficients
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normalized by dynamic pressure as
Cdyn
∗
T = (c1 + c2 φ
∗
2 + c3 φ
∗
3) 2St
2, (6.16)
Cdyn
∗
P = (c4 + c5 φ
∗
5 + c6 φ
∗
6) 2St
2, (6.17)
where Cdyn
∗
T = C
dyn
T [(A+ 1) /A] and C
dyn∗
P = C
dyn
P [(A+ 1) /A], respectively. Note that
the three-dimensional modifications applied to the two-dimensional core scaling model did
not introduce any new terms. A summary of the scaling relations is provided in table 6.2.
6.3.5 Validation of Three-Dimensional Scaling Relations
Figure 6.4: Dynamic pressure-based thrust and power coefficients plotted as functions of
their proposed scaling relations. (a,b) correspond to numerical data with the coefficients
c1 = 2.83, c2 = −3.214, c3 = −0.5904, c4 = 5.033, c5 = 17.34, and c6 = 6.645. (c,d)
correspond to experimental data with the coefficients c1 = 3.908, c2 = −10.9, c3 =
−0.9746, c4 = 7.024 c5 = −64.31, and c6 = 75.97.
Figure 6.4 presents numerical (a,b) and experimental (c,d) data for the modified dy-
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namic pressure-based thrust and power coefficient. Both coefficients are graphed against
the scaling relations proposed in equations (6.16) and (6.17). Note that the experimental
measurements are acquired at fixed-velocity conditions and they have a reduced frequency
range of 0.16 ≤ k ≤ 1.33 and a Strouhal number range of 0.03 ≤ St ≤ 0.45. When either
the numerical or experimental data are graphed against the scaling relations, the data can
be seen to collapse well to a line of slope one for both the thrust and power. In fact, the
numerical data are within ±5% of the scaling predictions while the experimental data are
within ±24% of the scaling predictions based on their deviation from the reference lines.
For comparison, the previous two-dimensional numerical data [89, ] had a broader range of
variables and predicted the thrust and power to within ±6.5% and ±5.6% for their full-scale
thrust and power, respectively, which is quite similar to the current study. As expected the
experimental data collapse is not as good as the numerical collapse, presumably due to vis-
cous effects that are not accounted for in the numerical solutions nor the scaling relations.
Regardless, the collapse of the data to a line of slope one confirms that the newly proposed
three-dimensional scaling relations capture the dominant flow physics for self-propelled or
fixed-velocity pitching wings across a wide range of k, St, and A. Moreover, an alternate
geometric approach to assessing the collapse of data to three-dimensional planes can be
used to show that the collapse of data is independent of the values of the constants c1 – c6
(see Appendix B.3). However, the coefficients are necessary to produce a predictive scaling
model, and they are determined via regression by minimizing the squared residuals over the
numerical or experimental data. In fact, each data set has different coefficients that best
fit the data (Table 6.2). This suggests that the coefficients depend on Reynolds number,
which differs between the experiments (Re = 30,000) and the simulations (Re effectively
infinite). Moreover, the c5 coefficient switches sign in the experimental data, meaning it
represents power extraction, whereas the other coefficients represent power consumption.
This is likely due to a viscosity-driven phase shift between the lift term scaled by c5 and
the velocity of the hydrofoil that is not captured in the inviscid numerics. In contrast, the
added mass thrust and power terms are positive in both experiments and simulations, as
expected based on physical grounds.
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Table 6.2: Summary of scaling relations with coefficients that are numerically and experi-
mentally determined.
T = ρC∗TSpf
2A2 [A/ (A+ 1)]
P = ρC∗PSpf
2A2U [A/ (A+ 1)]
C∗T = c1 + c2φ
∗
2 + c3φ
∗
3
C∗P = c4 + c5φ
∗
5 + c6φ
∗
6
φ∗2 =
[
3F/2 + F/pi2k2 −G/2pik − (F 2 +G2) (1/pi2k2 + 9/4)] (A+ 1) / (A+ 2)
φ∗3 = A∗ [(A+ 1) /A]
φ∗5 =
(
St2/k
)
[γk∗/ (γk∗ + 1)] (A+ 1) / (A+ 2)
φ∗6 = St2k∗γ (A+ 1) / (A+ 2)
γ = 1/2
[
E(m2) + E(m1)/
(
A
√
4kk∗
)]
m1 =
√
1− 4A2kk∗
m2 =
√
1− 1/(4A2kk∗)
k∗ = k/(1 + 4St2)
numerical: c1 = 2.83 c2 = −3.21 c3 = −0.59 c4 = 5.03 c5 = 17.34 c6 = 6.65
experimental: c1 = 3.91 c2 = −10.90 c3 = −0.97 c4 = 7.02 c5 = −64.31 c6 = 75.97
The importance of each scaling modification can be determined by considering their
effects in isolation. If only the three-dimensional added mass correction is used in the
scaling relations, the numerical data is within ±40% and ±25% of the thrust and power
predictions, respectively, while the experimental data is within ±50% and ±45% of the
thrust and power predictions, respectively. If the added mass and circulatory corrections
are used, the numerical data is within ±5% and ±15% for the thrust and power predic-
tions, respectively, while the experimental data is within ±35% of both scaling predictions.
Finally, when all three corrections are used, then the best agreement is recovered where
the numerical data is within ±5% of both predictions while the experimental data is within
±24% of both predictions, as stated previously. This deeper analysis shows that by apply-
ing only the added mass and circulatory corrections, a majority of the relevant flow physics
can be captured, but further refinement is possible by considering the elliptical topology
of the shedding trailing-edge vortices.
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6.4 Two and Three-Dimensional Scaling Relations for Com-
bined Heaving and Pitching Motion
Here, the previous methods are advanced to develop a general scaling relation for a two-and
three-dimensional combined heaving and pitching propulsors. To begin, Garrick’s general
solution for the thrust and power coefficients is used and extended to a general relation for
two-dimensional propulsors which undergo large amplitude combined heaving and pitching
motions by considering the wake-induced nonlinearities determined by [89]. Then, the
developed scaling relations modified from two to three dimensions with the same approach
obtained for pure pitching propulsors in section 6.3.
6.4.1 Problem Details
The problem is approached by using experiments and numerical simulations. Experiments
are used to study the two-dimensional part of the problem, and the data is extracted
from a work by Read et al. [101] instead of generating a new data set. The numerical
simulations are used to work on the three-dimensional part of the problem which uses an
idealized swimmer combined with a virtual body and a propulsor. A rectangular planform
propulsor is used in both numerical simulations and experiments. The propulsor has a
chord length of c = 0.1 m and a NACA 0012 cross-section.
The propulsor’s kinematic motion is characterized as sinusoidal heaving and pitching
where the heave and pitch motion are described,
h(t) = h0 sin(2pift) (6.18)
θ(t) = θ0 sin(2pift+ ψ) (6.19)
so that ψ is the phase angle between pitch and heave in radians that is chosen as ψ = −pi/2,
and t represents time. The pitching axis is placed at the leading edge and the 1/3-chord
location for numerical simulations and experiments, respectively. Then, the resulting angle
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of attack profile related to the heave velocity and pitch angle is determined as,
α(t) = − arctan
( h˙(t)
U
)
+ θ(t) (6.20)
All of the input parameters used in the current study are reported in table 6.3 for
numerical simulations and experiments.
Table 6.3: Input parameters used in the present study.
Computational Input Parameters:
A 1 ≤A ≤ 1000
θ0 [rad] 0.1 ≤ θ0 ≤ 0.3
h/(cθ0) 0.1 ≤ h/(cθ0) ≤ 5
f [Hz] f = 1
m∗ m∗ = 1
Li 0.05 ≤ Li ≤ 0.15
Experimental Input Parameters:
θ0 [rad] −0.12 ≤ θ0 ≤ 1.57
h0/c h0/c = 0.75, 1
α [deg] 15 ≤ α ≤ 45
f Hz 0.3 ≤ f ≤ 1.06
Re Re = 40000
U∞ [m/s] U∞ = 0.40
6.4.2 Scaling Approach
Two-Dimensional Scaling Relations:
By following the approaches described in section 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, scaling relations are
derived for the coefficient of thrust and power of combined heaving and pitching propul-
sors and experimental data generated by Read et al. [101] is used to validate the scaling
relations. To begin, the full solution of Garrick’s theory is considered (Section 6.1) and
combined with the nonlinear form drag, large-amplitude separating shear layer and vortex
proximity terms presented by Moored & Quinn [89] (Section 6.2) to model nonlinearities
due to large amplitude motions.
Combining the contributions from each model, the coefficient of thrust and power for
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propulsors heaving and pitching about 1/3 chord length yields the following expression:
CT = c1 ζ1 + c2 ζ2 + c3 ζ3 + c4 ζ4 + c5 ζ5 (6.21)
with: ζ1 =
4c2θ20
A2
, ζ2 =
4h20
A2
[F 2 +G2],
ζ3 =
4c2θ20
A2
[
(F 2 +G2)
(
1
pi2k2
+
49
36
)
− 7F
6
+
G
6pik
− F
pi2k2
]
,
ζ4 =
4ch0θ0
A2
[
(F 2 +G2)
(
1
pik
)
− G
2
− F
2pik
]
, and ζ5 = A
∗
p
Equation (6.21) shows the thrust coefficient as a combination of added mass force that
comes from pure pitching motion (c1ζ1), circulatory forces resulting from pure heave (c2ζ2),
pure pitch (c3ζ3) and combined heave and pitch motion (c4ζ4), and a form drag term (c5ζ5)
that comes from pitch only motion.
To determine a power consumption scaling due to a large amplitude separating shear
layer for combined heaving and pitching foils, the quasi-steady bound circulation needs
to be redefined to account for the effect of the heave motion. When the heave motion
is introduced, for large amplitude motions, the quasi-steady circulation scales as, Γ0 ∝
c[h˙+ a c ( ˙sin θ)] , so that
P sep ∝ ρsΓ1 (cθ˙ sin θ) [h˙+ a c ( ˙sin θ)] (6.22)
where, a scaling relation for the additional circulation is determined as
Γ1 ∝ Γ0
(
k∗
k∗ + 1
)
(6.23)
Now, by substituting relation (6.23 into equation (6.22), the following power relation
for the separating shear layer is obtained,
P sep ∝ ρSpf3Ap
(
k∗
k∗ + 1
)
θ0 [4h
2
0 + 4ch0θ0Υ + 4c
2θ20Υ
2] (6.24)
here, Υ = a cos(θ0).
The second explicitly nonlinear correction to the power is due to the proximity of
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the trailing edge vortex and it can be rewritten with the new definition of the additional
circulation as,
P vp ∝ ρSpc f
2 StA
U (1 + 4St2)
[
8h30 + 3(8c θ0 h
2
0)Υ + 3(8c
2 θ20 h0)Υ
2 + 8c3θ30Υ
3
]
. (6.25)
When all the terms are combined with the new separating shear layer term and vortex
proximity term, the total power scaling can be written in a compact form as,
CP = c6 ζ6 + c7 ζ7 + c8 ζ8 + c9 ζ9 + c10 ζ10 (6.26)
with: ζ6 =
4c2θ20
A2
, ζ7 =
4h20
A2
[F ], ζ8 =
4ch0θ0
A2
(
F
pik
−G
)
,
ζ9 = Stp
(
k∗
k∗ + 1
)
θ0
[
4h20
A2
+
4ch0θ0
A2
Υ +
4c2θ20
A2
Υ2
]
,
ζ10 = St
2k∗
[
8h30
A3
+ 3
4h20
A2
2cθ0
A
Υ + 3
2h0
A
4c2θ20
A2
Υ2 +
8c3θ30
A3
Υ3
]
.
where Stp = (fAp)/U which represents the Strouhal number of the pitch motion. Similarly,
combining the contributions of pitch added mass (c6 ζ6), pure heave (c7 ζ7), combined heave
and pitch circulatory terms (c8 ζ8), the large-amplitude separating shear layer (c9 ζ9) and
vortex proximity power (c10 ζ10) terms, the total power coefficient is obtained as a linear
combination of these terms.
The equations (6.21) and (6.26) can be written in terms of h∗ and θ∗ as;
CT ≈ c′1 ζ1 + c′2 ζ2 + c′3 ζ3 + c′4 ζ4 + c′5 ζ5 (6.27)
with: ζ1 = θ
∗2 , ζ2 = h∗
2
[F 2 +G2],
ζ3 = θ
∗2
[
(F 2 +G2)
(
1
pi2k2
+
49
36
)
− 7F
6
+
G
6pik
− F
pi2k2
]
ζ4 = h
∗θ∗
[
(F 2 +G2)
(
1
pik
)
− G
2
− F
2pik
]
, and ζ5 = A
∗
p.
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CP ≈ c′6 ζ6 + c′7 ζ7 + c′8 ζ8 + c′9 ζ9 + c′10 ζ10 (6.28)
with: ζ6 = θ
∗2 , ζ7 = h∗
2
[F ], ζ8 = h
∗θ∗
(
F
pik
−G
)
,
ζ9 = Stp
(
k∗
k∗ + 1
)
θ0
[
h∗
2
+ h∗θ∗Υ + θ∗
2
Υ2
]
,
ζ10 = St
2k∗
[
h∗
3
+ 3h∗
2
θ∗Υ + 3h∗θ∗
2
Υ2 + θ∗
3
Υ3
]
.
Different from the thrust coefficient, the circulatory component of the pure pitching
motion affects the power only at very low reduced frequencies as indicated in the Garrick’s
theory. The reduced frequencies used in this study do not stay on that range of the data.
For that reason, in the power scaling in equation (6.26), only the added mass contribution of
the pure pitching term is considered to be important and the circulatory part is neglected
also as suggested by Moored & Quinn [89] without much penalty on the data collapse.
Then, the rest of the terms combined with the large-amplitude separating shear layer and
vortex proximity power terms to account for changes that come with combined pitch and
heave motion.
Three-Dimensional Modifications:
As discussed in the section 6.3, the power scaling will be modified with the elliptical vortex
ring correction for the separating shear layer term, (c9 ζ
′
9), and the vortex proximity term,
(c10 ζ
′
10) as;
ζ ′9 = Stp
(
γk∗
γk∗ + 1
)
θ0
[
4h20
A2
+
4ch0θ0
A2
Υ +
4c2θ20
A2
Υ2
]
, (6.29)
ζ ′10 = St
2k∗γ
[
8h30
A3
+ 3
4h20
A2
2cθ0
A
Υ + 3
2h0
A
4c2θ20
A2
Υ2 +
8c3θ30
A3
Υ3
]
.
Consequently, the classical corrections from aerodynamic and hydrodynamic theory will
be applied to the circulatory and added mass terms of the two-dimensional core scaling
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model as follows:
CT = c1 ζ1
(
A
A+ 1
)
+ c2 ζ2
(
A
A+ 2
)
+ c3 ζ3
(
A
A+ 2
)
(6.30)
+ c4 ζ4
(
A
A+ 2
)
+ c5 ζ5
CP = c6 ζ6
(
A
A+ 1
)
+ c7 ζ7
(
A
A+ 2
)
+ c8 ζ8
(
A
A+ 2
)
(6.31)
+ c9 ζ
′
9
(
A
A+ 2
)
+ c10 ζ
′
10
(
A
A+ 2
)
Dividing by the added mass correction reveals a more compact form of the three-
dimensional scaling:
C∗T = c1 ζ1 + c2 ζ
∗
2 + c3 ζ
∗
3 + c4 ζ
∗
4 + c5 ζ
∗
5
C∗P = c6 ζ6 + c7 ζ
∗
7 + c8 ζ
∗
8 + c9 ζ
∗
9 + c10 ζ
∗
10.
(6.32)
where C∗T,P = CT,P [(A+ 1)/A] and ζ
∗
5 = ζ5 [(A+ 1)/A]. The rest of the terms with (
∗)
are defined as ζ∗2,3,4,7,8,9,10 = ζ2,3,4,7,8,9,10 [(A+ 1)/(A+ 2)]. The equation (6.32) can be
written in terms of the thrust and power coefficients normalized by dynamic pressure as;
Cdyn
∗
T = (c1 ζ1 + c2 ζ
∗
2 + c3 ζ
∗
3 + c4 ζ
∗
4 + c5 ζ
∗
5 ) 2St
2
Cdyn
∗
P = (c6 ζ6 + c7 ζ
∗
7 + c8 ζ
∗
8 + c9 ζ
∗
9 + c10 ζ
∗
10) 2St
2.
(6.33)
6.4.3 Results and Discussion
The experimental data for all motion amplitudes and angle of attacks, plotted as a function
of these scaling relations proposed in (6.21) and (6.26), are shown in Figure 6.5, where the
thrust constants are c1 = 3.47, c2 = 3.64, c3 = 12.01, c4 = 17.21, c5 = 3.63 and the power
constants are c6 = 0.76, c7 = 1.35, c8 = 3.17, c9 = −128.5 and c10 = 30.6. In Figure
6.5, different colors correspond to pitch amplitudes changing from black to white for low
to high values, respectively. Different h∗ values are indicated in the figure with triangles
for 0.5 < h∗ ≤ 0.75, right triangles for 0.75 < h∗ ≤ 0.9, and down triangles for h∗ > 0.9.
Note that the experimental measurements are acquired at fixed-velocity conditions and
they have a reduced frequency range of 0.07 < k < 0.27 and a Strouhal number range of
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Figure 6.5: Scaling of the two-dimensional a) time-averaged thrust and b) time-averaged
power coefficients for all motion amplitudes, angle of attacks considered in the experimental
study by Read et al. [101].
0.5 ≤ St < 0.57. For both thrust and power, we see a collapse of the data, indicating that
our scaling model closely describes the propulsive performance for combined heaving and
pitching motions up to 70o pitching angle within ±7% and ±28% limits for thrust and
power, respectively.
Figure 6.6: Dynamic pressure-based a) thrust and b) power coefficients plotted as functions
of the three-dimensional proposed scaling relations.
Figure 6.6 presents the numerical data for the modified dynamic pressure-based thrust
and power coefficients. Both coefficients are graphed against the scaling relations proposed
in equation (6.32) with the thrust constants: c1 = 2.85, c2 = 20.43, c3 = 4.07, c4 = 16.79
and c5 = −0.53 and the power constants: c6 = 5.11, c7 = 20.28, c8 = 10.62, c9 = 16.13 and
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c10 = 3.94. In Figure 6.6, the colors remain the same as in Figure 6.5, now markers indicate
different ranges with triangles such as; (up) 0.01 < h∗ ≤ 0.1, (right) 0.1 < h∗ ≤ 0.2, (down)
0.2 < h∗ ≤ 0.3 and (left) h∗ > 0.9. When the numerical data is graphed against the three-
dimensional scaling relations, the data collapses well to a line of slope one for both the
thrust and power. Regardless, the collapse of the data to a line of slope one confirms that
the newly proposed three-dimensional scaling relations capture the dominant flow physics
for self-propelled heaving and pitching propulsors across a wide range of k, St and A.
It can be concluded that by applying the added mass, circulatory corrections, and the
elliptical topology of the shedding trailing-edge vortices, a majority of the relevant flow
physics is captured within ±10% and ±4% for thrust and power, respectively.
6.5 Scaling Approach to Model Sweep Angle Variation
According to the Prandtl’s finite wing theory [96] for straight wings with ordinary plan-
forms, the three-dimensional lift coefficient, C3DL , and consequently the circulatory power,
should be proportional to C3DL ∝ C2DL [A/(A+ 2)], where C2DL is the lift coefficient from
a two-dimensional foil as described in section 6.3.3. When a planform is swept at an angle
Λ, an approximate expression for the lift coefficient of finite span swept propulsors/wings
can be determined by the Diederich formula [35];
C3DL ∝ C2DL
A cos Λ
A
√
1 + (2 cos Λ/A)2 + 2 cos Λ
(6.34)
As discussed in the section 6.3.3, the circulatory thrust forces should scale for pure
pitching motion as,
C3DT ∝ C2DT
A cos Λ
A
√
1 + (2 cos Λ/A)2 + 2 cos Λ
. (6.35)
Then, the sweep correction can be applied to the circulatory terms of the three-dimensional
core model by replacing the circulatory correction of [A/(A+ 2)] with equation (6.35) as
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follows,
CT = c1
(
A
A+ 1
)
+ c2φ2
 A cos Λ
A
√
1 + (2 cos Λ/A)2 + 2 cos Λ
+ c3φ3 (6.36)
As similar to the thrust coefficient, the modified power coefficient of swept propulsors
will be,
CP = c5
(
A
A+ 1
)
+ c6φ
′
6
 A cos Λ
A
√
1 + (2 cos Λ/A)2 + 2 cos Λ
 (6.37)
+ c7φ
′
7
 A cos Λ
A
√
1 + (2 cos Λ/A)2 + 2 cos Λ

where: φ′6 =
St2
k
(
γk∗
1 + γk∗
)
and φ′7 = St
2k∗γ
6.5.1 Application of Scaling Laws
In section 3, it is shown that although cetacean data follows the trends of Garrick’s pure
heaving theory in general, the thrust and power are not precisely predicted by the theory.
However, this is expected since the fluke motion is not purely heaving, and the theory
assumes two-dimensional flow when in fact the cetacean flukes are highly three-dimensional
with variation in the aspect ratio, sweep angle, and curvature. To gain more in-depth
insight into the physics of cetacean locomotion, and understand how shape and gait scale
with performance, the previously developed scaling laws are applied to the cetacean data.
In the cetacean study, h∗ varies over a small range of 0.94 ≤ h∗ ≤ 0.99. This indicates
that cetaceans are swimming with heave dominated motions. Since θ∗ = 1 − h∗ and h∗
is close to one, the purely pitching term, which is proportional to θ∗2 is exceedingly small
and can be neglected. The combined heaving and pitching term, which is proportional to
h∗θ∗ is small, but not negligible. Consequently, we neglect the purely pitching terms in the
thrust and power relations thereby reducing the equations to,
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CT = c1 φ1 + c2 φ2 (6.38)
with: φ1 =
4h20
A2
(
F 2 +G2
)
and φ2 =
4ch0θ0
A2
[
− (F 2 +G2)( 1
pik
)
+
G
2
+
F
2pik
]
CP = c3φ3 + c4φ4 (6.39)
with: φ3 =
4h20
A2
F and φ4 =
4ch0θ0
A2
(
F
pik
−G
)
It is important to note that neglecting the purely pitching term also eliminated the
added mass thrust and power terms from the equations. Now, the reduced relations valid
for high h∗ cases are only composed of circulatory terms as indicated by the presence of
Theodorsen’s lift deficiency function in each term. Even with the coefficients left to be
determined, the reduced relations still do not account for the three-dimensional nature of
cetacean flukes. To extend the scaling relations to three dimensions, we will only consider
the modifications to account for variations in aspect ratio, and we will assume that the
effects of variations in sweep and curvature are small. Following our previous work on scal-
ing laws for three-dimensional pitching propulsors [7] we will apply circulatory corrections
to capture the effects of upwash and downwash from the trailing vortex system. Based on
classical finite wing theory [96], the circulatory forces should scale with the aspect ratio
as A/ (A+ 2). By applying this correction to the two-dimensional relations, the final
three-dimensional scaling relations can be obtained,
CT = c1 φ
∗
1 + c2 φ
∗
2, and CP = c3 φ
∗
3 + c4 φ
∗
4, (6.40)
where: φ∗1 = φ1
(
A
A+ 2
)
φ∗2 = φ2
(
A
A+ 2
)
φ∗3 = φ3
(
A
A+ 2
)
φ∗4 = φ4
(
A
A+ 2
)
The numerical data for all of the cases is plotted as a function of these scaling relations
in Figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b). The coefficients are determined by minimizing the squared
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Figure 6.7: Scaling of the a) time-averaged thrust and b) power coefficients for all motion
amplitudes and aspect ratios tested.
residuals and are found to be c1 = 13.52, c2 = 15.98, c3 = 13.90, and c4 = 6.58. For both
thrust and power, we see a collapse of the data to within ± 10% of the full-scale value
indicating that our simplified scaling model closely describes the propulsive performance
of cetacean swimming. On the other hand, the linear relationship between the thrust and
power scaling models and the corresponding numerical data cannot be seen as expected.
This result can be explained by variations in fluke shapes other than aspect ratio such as
different sweep angles and curvature.
To account for sweep variations, the scaling approach introduced in section 6.5 can
be used and the equation (6.40) can be modified by replacing the lifting line correction,
[A/(A+ 2)], with the sweep angle correction which is indicated in equation (6.35). Then,
the new scaling relations are plotted against the coefficient of thrust and power.
Figure 6.8 shows that further refinement is possible for thrust by considering the sweep
angle variations. By accounting for sweep angle variations, thrust coefficient is improved
±3% unlike the power coefficient. This result might be explained by nonlinear variations
which deviate from Garrick’s linear theory and absence of added mass terms. To improve
the scaling relations, new terms should be added or replaced to account these shape effects
and nonlinearities introduced by large amplitude motions and non-planar and deforming
wakes.
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Figure 6.8: Scaling of the a) time-averaged thrust and b) power coefficients for all motion
amplitudes, aspect ratios and sweep angles tested.
6.6 Model Limitations and Extensions
The first part of the current study presents an extension to the two-dimensional scaling
laws presented in Moored & Quinn [89] by accounting for variations in the aspect ratio
of propulsors. The developed model is unsteady in nature in that it accounts for added
mass and wake-induced effects. The model is comprised of terms from classical linear
theory, terms introduced to account for the nonlinearities of large amplitude motions and
deforming wakes, and, importantly, circulatory and added mass corrections to account for
upwash/downwash, changes in added mass with aspect ratio, and the elliptical topology
of shedding vortices. The scaling laws have shown good collapse for a wide range of
parameters. In the study, the pitching amplitude is varied from 5.7o ≤ θ0 ≤ 17.5o, which
is beyond the limits of small amplitude motion. In previous work, the two-dimensional
version of the scaling laws was shown to collapse data for pitch amplitudes up to 22o [89].
In the numerical study, the reduced frequency varies from 0.16 ≤ k ≤ 1.33, the Strouhal
number varies from 0.03 ≤ St ≤ 0.45, and the aspect ratio varies from 1 ≤ A ≤ 1000,
covering a wide range of the typical values for biological propulsion.
The second part offers an extension to the two- and three- dimensional scaling laws
presented in section 6.2, and 6.3 by introducing combined heave and pitch motion. The
full scaling model is comprised of added mass and circulatory terms from classical linear
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Figure 6.9: Scaling of the a) time-averaged thrust and b) time-averaged power coefficients
for all motion amplitudes including the values above θ0 > 70
o, angle of attacks considered
in here.
theory, terms considered to account for the nonlinearities of large amplitude motions and
wake-induced effects. The developed scaling laws have shown good collapse for an extensive
range of experimental data where the pitching amplitude is varied between −7o < θ0 < 90o
with the variation of the angle of attack in a range of 15o ≤ α < 45o. This covers a wide
range of parameter set including low and high amplitude values that can be obtained with
an experimental setup. In the second part of the study, both classical linear theory and
nonlinear terms are modified to account for the nonlinearities due to the large amplitude of
motions approximated by h∗, and θ∗ variations. Even though the terms are formulated for
large angles, it is expected that the scaling laws will be valid until large pitch amplitudes as
long as leading-edge separation is minimal. However, ongoing work suggests that leading-
edge separation may be accounted for in the form drag term since it is developed from the
low pressure of the shedding vortex street acting on the projected frontal area of the foil.
On the other hand, in this regard, as the total amplitude becomes larger, the instantaneous
angle of attack increases and dynamic stall effects become important due to leading-edge
separation which invalidates the form drag model used in here. For that reason, the thrust
shows a slight deviation in the current scaling laws for θ0 values above 70
o as seen in Figure
6.9, whereas the variation in the power coefficient is allowable.
Currently, the scaling laws are valid up to 70o pitch angles, which are beyond the limits
of all scaling laws introduced for combined heaving and pitching motions. Also, the current
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scaling laws do not account for planform and cross-section shape variations besides changes
in the aspect ratio and sweep angle, flexibility, or intermittent motions.
6.7 Conclusions
In this work novel two- and three-dimensional scaling laws of the thrust production and
power consumption of pitching and combined heaving and pitching bio-propulsors are de-
veloped by extending the two-dimensional core scaling model presented in Moored & Quinn
[89]. Three-dimensionality is introduced in the form of aspect ratio variations. The two-
dimensional core model is extended to combined heaving and pitching motion by consider-
ing Garrick’s full model which to account for heave motion. The three-dimensionality for
both pure pitching and combined heaving and pitching scaling relations is accomplished
by considering the added mass of a finite-span propulsor, the upwash/downwash effects on
a propulsor from its trailing vortex system, and the influence of elliptical vortex rings shed
at the trailing edge. Both self-propelled numerical simulations and fixed-velocity experi-
mental measurements confirm that the proposed scalings can be used to predict thrust and
power. A new approach is suggested to account for the shape effects other than aspect ratio
variations. Considering the new approach improved the thrust coefficient. The established
scaling relationships elucidate the dominant flow physics behind the force production and
energetics of heaving and pitching bio-propulsors and can be used to accelerate the design
of bio-inspired devices.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
This dissertation determines the role of morphology and kinematics in bio-inspired loco-
motion by employing numerical approaches combined with evolutionary optimization and
experimental approaches to complement the numerical results. It also offers scaling laws
which inform about fundamental principles of hydrodynamic interactions regarding shape
and gait variations.
When the connection between the fluke shape and the swimming gait is examined by
interchanging the shape and gait parameters of the different species, it is determined that
the shape and the gait of the fluke have a considerable influence on the wake topology
and in turn the Strouhal number. As a result of the self-propelled conditions considered
here, the Strouhal number is not an input but an outcome that changes based on the
variations in the shape and gaits of a swimmer. Figure 3.3(a) shows a wide range of
variation in the Strouhal number for different kinematics when the shape is kept constant
whereas it shows a slight variation for varying shapes for a fixed kinematics. This suggests
that, since Strouhal number varies in a wide range for varying gaits, a swimmer cannot
choose an efficient Strouhal number, however, an efficient Strouhal number can be set
by the fluke shape of the fish if Li number does not vary or vary so little. The force
production and power consumption of cetacean swimming are found to follow trends of
oscillatory propulsion with propulsive efficiencies ranging from 75–85%. These trends in
the thrust and power coefficients are indicative of circulatory or lift-based propulsion. It
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is also discovered that the effect of the shape and gait on the swimming performance are
not intertwined and are in fact independent.
Since the shape and gait are found to be independent by controlling the performance,
optimization is introduced to the study to examine the gait variations when the shape
effects are isolated. Optimal swimming conditions which achieve higher thrust production,
minimize power consumption, and reach higher swimming efficiencies are identified with the
help of the new performance map. When existing studies are plotted on the performance
map and obtained that the square waveform shape helps an animal to swim faster while
intermittent swimming extends the range of the swimming by keeping the efficiency levels
around 20%. This suggests that swimming performance can be controlled in a beneficial
way for different combinations of gaits without sacrificing from higher efficiency. This result
also indicates that efficiency is not the only measure that predicts the performance and
does not elucidate the dominant flow physics behind the force production. At this point,
optimization is used to extend the range of swimming speed and range, and it is found
that it increased efficiency level up to 10% throughout the final Pareto front.
Scaling laws are developed to identify how performance scale with shape and gait vari-
ations. Novel two- and three-dimensional scaling laws of the thrust production and power
consumption of pitching and combined heaving and pitching bio-propulsors are developed.
This is accomplished by extending the two-dimensional core scaling model presented in
Moored & Quinn [89] in which scaling relation for thrust is developed by considering both
the added mass and circulatory forces. The scaling relations is developed for power by
considering the added mass forces as well as the vortex forces from the large-amplitude
separating shear layer at the trailing edge and from the proximity of the trailing-edge vor-
tex which is circulatory in nature [89]. In this study, three-dimensionality is introduced in
the form of aspect ratio variations. When the three-dimensionality is in place, the collapse
to the thrust is obtained by considering the contribution of added mass forces of a finite-
span propulsors as [A/(A+ 1)], and the circulatory forces depend on [A/(A+ 2)]. For
power, the separating shear layer term and vortex proximity terms in the power scaling
relation are further modified to fully account for three-dimensionality by accounting for
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the influence of elliptical vortex rings shed at the trailing edge.
The full three-dimensional scaling model for pure pitching motions is extended to large
amplitude combined heaving and pitching motion by considering Garrick’s full model.
Then nonlinear terms are reformulated based on large amplitude motions by replacing
θ with sin θ. Both self-propelled numerical simulations and fixed-velocity experimental
measurements confirm that the proposed scalings can be used to predict thrust and power.
Finally, three-dimensionality is also investigated to account for the shape effects other
than aspect ratio variations. It is found that Diederich’s formula developed for finite swept
wings, where A is higher than 4, predicts the thrust coefficient unlike the power scaling.
7.1 Future Work
This dissertation can be improved in different directions by using the results introduced
here as a reference. First of all, this thesis examines the role of planform shape and the
gait effects of cetacean-like flukes on the swimming performance. However, in the study,
the investigated morphological characteristics stayed limited to fluke shape changes and
can be extended to include and investigate cross-sectional thickness effects and body shape
variations.
Second, optimization studies can be enhanced by considering combined heaving and
pitching motion. It is well known that combined heaving and pitching motion increases
the efficiency regardless of the gait changes, so the expected efficiency boost mentioned in
this dissertation can be obtained on the performance map by introducing heaving to the
optimization studies. In terms of the shape changes, the parametric geometry function
determined in section 4 can be used to incorporate with optimization to search for an
optimum shape since this function allows to vary each shape parameter independently.
Third, scaling laws can be extended to probe the curvature and cross-sectional thickness
effects and can also be used to improve the sweep angle approach obtained in this study.
Pitching axis variations, intermittent swimming, non-sinusoidal motions, Reynolds number
changes were not considered in this thesis. New scaling relations can be developed to
account for the listed variations to predict the swimming performance. The developed
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scaling laws can be merged with optimization to obtain the initial Pareto front in the limits
of the scaling relations by eliminating computationally expensive simulations. Especially,
the three-dimensional scaling laws would be used in this purpose, which requires more
computational time compared to the two-dimensional simulations.
Finally, the results in this dissertation can only be used to determine the performance
of rigid propulsors in terms of the variations of morphology and kinematics. Including the
studies determined in this thesis and the future work ideas listed above can be improved
by accounting for flexibility effects on the performance.
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Appendix A
Numerical Validation of Boundary
Element Method
In order to validate the accuracy of the self-propelled boundary element method simula-
tions, self-propelled experiments were performed in the same closed-loop water channel
as the fixed-velocity experiments (Figure 2.4a; Rolling Hills 1520; test section: 380 mm
wide, 450 mm deep, 1520 mm long). Figure A.1a and A.1b, show the experimental ap-
paratus, which consists of a NACA 0012 rectangular wing with an aspect ratio of two,
A = 2, submerged in the center of the tunnel and pitched sinusoidally about its leading
edge by a digital servo motor (Dynamixel MX-64). The experiments were performed over
a range of frequencies from 0.5 ≤ f ≤ 4 Hz and with three non-dimensional amplitudes of
A∗ = 0.219, 0.313, and 0.466. The wing and actuation mechanism are mounted onto fric-
tionless air bushings (Newway air bearings) that float on 0.75” stainless steel rails oriented
in the streamwise direction. The velocity of the water tunnel is tuned until the wing is
neither moving up- or downstream over several flapping cycles. The tunnel velocity then
represents the self-propelled swimming speed for a given set of kinematic parameters. The
pitching moment and the time-varying pitch angle were measured directly from the internal
voltage and current sensors (used with a calibration curve to determine torque) as well as
the position sensors of the Dynamixel MX-64 servo motor.
Numerically, a rectangular wing of A = 2 with a NACA 0012 profile and pitching
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about its leading edge was simulated in self-propelled swimming as described in Section
2.1. One difference between this validation and the simulations for the main portion of
the current study is that a boundary layer solver is used to calculate the drag on the
wing instead of an imposed drag force from a virtual body. The viscous boundary layer
solver uses the outer potential flow to calculate the skin friction drag using a von Ka´rma´n
momentum integral approach. The coupled boundary layer solver is extensively detailed
and validated in previous work [86]. The drag associated with an actuating rod is estimated
by using the drag coefficient-Reynolds number relationship for cylinders in uniform flow to
impose an additional drag force beyond the skin friction of the wing in the simulations [92].
The top and the bottom surfaces of the propulsor are discretized into 20 spanwise and 40
chordwise elements for a total of 3200 body elements. The computation is discretized into
50 timesteps per oscillation cycle and run for a total of 20 cycles. All of the doublet wake
elements are lumped into a set of elements once they have advected far enough downstream
to change the forces by less than 1% in order to restrict the growth of the problem size in
time.
Figure A.1c and A.1d presents the time-averaged power as a function of the frequency.
The colors of the lines and markers represent the amplitude of motion with the smallest to
the largest amplitudes mapped from black to white, respectively. The solid lines represent
the numerical solutions, while the triangle markers represent the experiments. As the
frequency of motion increases the swimming speed and power consumption both increase
as expected. The simulations show excellent agreement with the experiments for the self-
propelled swimming speed using the two lowest amplitudes. At the highest amplitude of
motion the simulations modestly over-predict the swimming speed. This discrepancy is
likely occurring due to leading-edge separation in the experiments, which is not modeled in
the simulations and is well-known to occur for high pitch amplitudes [30]. The simulations
show excellent agreement with the experiments for the power consumption over all of the
amplitudes examined. The simulations are only slightly underpredicting the power at
the highest frequencies. Overall, the experiments act as a further validation of the BEM
simulations presented in this work.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.1: (a,b) Self-propelled experimental apparatus. Time-averaged (c) swimming
speed and (d) power as functions of pitching frequency. Numerical boundary element
method solutions are denoted with solid lines while experimental measurements are denoted
by triangle markers. The line and marker color, changing from black to white, corresponds
to different amplitudes of motion going from the lowest to highest values, respectively.
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Appendix B
Three-Dimensional Pitching
Scaling Relations
B.1 Experimental Validation
We validated the accuracy of our setup by comparing our force/torque data to data from
a previous study in a similarly-sized closed-loop water channel at Princeton University
[51]. As in our study, the previous study measured forces and torques on rigid pitching
airfoils. Our measured time-averaged thrust and power coefficients agree very well with
the published values (Figure B.1a). To make a fair comparison, we matched all possible
experimental conditions. First, we recreated a rigid airfoil with the same geometry: a
teardrop cross section, an 80 mm chord, a maximum thickness of 8 mm, and an aspect
ratio of 3.5 [51]. To minimize differences in vibrational noise, we used the same distance
between the bottom of the force sensor and the top edge of the airfoil (2.5 cm). We used
a horizontal splitter plate to match the depth of the Princeton channel (300 mm) and
used the same free-stream velocity, 60 mm/s (a chord-based Reynolds number of 4780).
We recreated three of the reported pitch amplitudes, θ0 = 5, 9 and 13
o, over a range of
frequencies. Each individual trial was performed 7 times with 30 total cycles: 5 cycles
for a warm-up period, 20 cycles for data acquisition, and 5 cycles for a cooling period.
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio at low frequencies (f < 0.5 Hz), we applied a 2nd-
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order Butterworth filter (6f cutoff frequency) to all instantaneous force and position data.
The only difference between setups was that the previous studys airfoil was a single piece
of anodized aluminium, whereas ours was 3D-printed (Dimension 1200es) with ABS and
fixed to a carbon fiber drive rod. To be consistent with the previous study, we did not
remove inertial forces by subtracting forces in air from forces in water. Given the lower
frequencies used for our validation, we do not expect this difference to significantly affect
our comparison, though it may explain the slight discrepancy between the two studies in
the power reported at higher frequencies (Figure B.1b).
Figure B.1: Validating thrust/power data. (a) The measured thrust coefficient agrees
with published values. Thrust coefficient is defined as CT ≡ T/0.5ρau2, where ρ is water
density and a is airfoil area (twice the span times chord). Frequency is scaled as it was
in the previous study [51] to facilitate comparisons: the Strouhal number is defined as
St ≡ fA∗c/u, and the scaling constant c6 = 2.55. Error bars show +/- one standard
deviation, and the shaded band shows an envelope circumscribing the published values
[51]. (b) The measured power coefficient also agrees with published values, particularly
at lower frequencies. The reduced frequency is defined as f∗ = 2pifc/u, where c is chord
length, and the scaling constant c9 = 4.89.
B.2 Induced Velocity from a Half-Ellipse Shaped Vortex
The induced velocity at the midspan trailing edge of a wing from a half-ellipse shaped
shedding vortex ring is a function of the radius of the ellipse, r, and the eccentric anomaly,
β, (Figure 6.3). The Biot-Savart law provides a general description of the differential
induced velocity field produced by a differential segment of a vortex, while the total velocity
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will be the integration of this influence along the length of the vortex as,
Vind =
Γ
4pi
ˆ pi
0
ds× r
|r|3 where: r(β) =
(s/2) rs√
(s/2)2 sin2 β + r2s cos
2 β
. (B.1)
Here Γ is the vortex circulation, ds is a vector describing the length and orientation of a
differential segment of a vortex, r is a vector from the midspan trailing edge to ds, s is the
span length, and rs is the r vector at the symmetry plane of the wing, which is defined as
rs = U/(4f) i +A/2 j as shown in Figure 6.3. The cross product between ds and r can be
written as,
ds× r = |ds||r| sinψ (B.2)
where ψ is the angle between the vectors ds and r and sinψ will be,
sinψ = |r|dβ
ds
. (B.3)
By substituting (B.2) and (B.3) into (B.1) the magnitude of the induced velocity becomes
|Vind| = Γ
4pi
ˆ pi
0
dβ
(s/2) |rs|
√
(s/2)2 sin2 β + r2s cos
2 β (B.4)
Equation (B.4) is an elliptic integral of the second kind with the solution,
|Vind| = Γ
4pi
(s/2) E(m2) + |rs| E(m1)
(s/2) |rs| . (B.5)
Here E is the complete elliptical integral of the second kind and m1 and m2 are the elliptic
moduli defined as,
m1 =
√
1− (s/2)
2
r2s
and m2 =
√
1− r
2
s
(s/2)2
. (B.6)
Equations (B.5) and (B.6) can be rewritten as,
|Vind| = Γ
4pi
(
A c E(m2) + 2 |rs| E(m1)
A c |rs|
)
, and |rs| =
√(
A
2
)2
+
(
U
4f
)2
(B.7)
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Figure B.2: (a,b) Three-dimensional graphs of the thrust and power coefficients as functions
of their scaling terms. (c,d) Three-dimensional thrust and power coefficient graphs oriented
edge-on with a reference plane. The marker colors indicate the aspect ratio values varying
between 1 ≤A ≤ 1000 with a gradient of color from black to white, respectively.
m1 =
√
1− 4A2kk∗ and m2 =
√
1− 1/(4A2kk∗) (B.8)
The direction of the induced velocity is mutually perpendicular to the direction of rs and
the spanwise direction.
B.3 Alternate Geometric Assessment of Data Collapse
The thrust and power scaling relations stated in equations (6.11) and (6.12), respectively,
represent flat planes in three-dimensions. If the relations are accurate, then C∗T graphed as
a function of φ∗2 and φ∗3 should collapse to a flat plane. Similarly, C∗P graphed as a function
of φ∗5 and φ∗6 should also collapse to a flat plane. Figure B.2a and B.2b present C∗T and C
∗
P
plotted as functions of their scaling terms. By rotating the orientation of the data about
the C∗T and C
∗
P axes such that the data is viewed “edge-on” (Figure B.2c and B.2d), it
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becomes clear that there is an excellent collapse of the data to flat planes. In fact, the
scaling laws are accurate to within ±5% of their full-scale value based on the deviation of
the data from the reference planes. The collapse occurs over wide ranges of k, St and A,
and is independent of the values of the constants c1 – c6. Moreover, the scaling relations
can be used as predictive relations once the values of the constants are determined.
Using this geometric approach to show the collapse of experimental data is problem-
atic. The issue is that the uncertainties in the measurements at low frequencies and low
amplitudes are amplified when the thrust and power are normalized by f2A2, which can
lead to a misinterpretation of the collapse. Thus, assessing the collapse of experimental
data with the proposed scaling relations is best accomplished when the thrust and power
are normalized by dynamic pressure as presented in the main body of this study. However,
since this three-dimensional geometric approach is equivalent to the approach in the main
body, it can be concluded that the collapse of the data does not depend on the values of
the constants c1 – c6.
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